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Abstract 

Research on openness and collaboration driving innovation has been gaining worldwide 

popularity in recent literature since it represents the attempt to solve social, economic and 

human challenges in today’s highly complex and dynamic world. However, research on 

specific organisational design factors, enabling openness and collaboration in a scientific 

context, is still scarce and fragmented. Responding to the research gap, the purpose of this 

master thesis is to reveal novel insights into transdisciplinary research as one concept of open 

and collaborative research. Thereby, the authors shed light on relevant organisational design 

factors enabling transdisciplinary research in order to accelerate the innovation potential of 

public research institutes. To address the research question, a qualitative, multiple case study 

in a public–private partnership in the healthcare sector is conducted. The empirical findings 

are based on five cases, comprising 17 interviews with four relevant stakeholder groups and 

secondary case data. The respective case study derives ten enablers for transdisciplinary 

research, namely structure and processes, culture, incentive and reward systems, human 

resources and leadership, intellectual property, funding sources, impact, reflection and 

learning, sustainability and patient organisation involvement. Yet, their importance differs on 

an institutional and project level. The resultant framework proposes fruitful avenues for 

theory and practice, aiming to increase the innovation strength of public research 

organisations by engaging in transdisciplinary research. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Research Background 

In today’s rapidly changing and highly complex world, a variety of social, economic and 

human challenges emerge affecting scientific, corporate and governmental actors. Besides 

these overarching issues of the 21st century, domain-related problems arise in the scientific 

environment due to increasing expectations of society and the highly competitive nature of 

the scientific world. Yet, an inexpedient default setting in science can be observed, such as 

non-replicable and wrongful research results, low impact and publication or novelty bias 

(Economist, 2013; Ioannidis, 2005; Meho, 2007). Other challenges confronting public 

research institutes constitute an increasing pressure to allocate alternative ways for financing 

research as well as to widely disseminate and exploit research results. These challenges 

mostly appear due to limited governmental budgets and policy requirements (Franco & Haase, 

2015; Friesike, Widenmayer, Gassmann, & Schildhauer, 2015; Perkmann et al., 2013). 

The resulting issues can no longer be resolved by a single organisation as a diversity of 

knowledge, skills and expertise is needed (Reypens, Lievens, & Blazevic, 2016; Van Lancker, 

Wauters, & Van Huylenbroeck, 2019). In that regard, it is essential for public research 

institutes to expand and transgress organisational boundaries in order to leverage resources 

residing outside the organisation and to build absorptive capacity. In particular, Chesbrough 

(2003) emphasises the benefits of accessing external knowledge sources and harvesting the 

collective creativity of various contributors. This is caused by the fact that solely relying on 

internal expertise is not sufficient enough to drive innovation in today’s fast-paced and 

multifaceted environment. The respective outside-oriented approach results in an increased 

level of transparency, collaboration and openness, enabling science to have a greater impact 

on society and to build innovative strength in order to resolve the underlying issues (Vicente-

Saez & Martinez-Fuentes, 2018). 

Accordingly, collaboration between public research institutes, corporates, governments and 

society is increasingly encouraged by funding agencies and policy makers to address major 

challenges in healthcare, sustainability, technology and education (e.g. European 
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Commission, n.d.a; Gjerding, Wilderom, Cameron, Taylor, & Scheunert, 2006). Thus, a 

recent trend of collaboration emerges in a scientific context, which is highlighted by various 

national and international development programmes supported by proactive policy makers. 

For instance, the European Commission invests several billion euros in multiple initiatives, 

such as the Horizon Europe and the Future FP9, the e-learning platform Foster and an open 

science policy platform, to support the development of open and collaborative research 

(European Commission, n.d.b). 

In fact, several concepts exist to initiate and implement openness and collaboration in 

research, allowing for knowledge flows and exchange across organisations and disciplines. 

This ultimately results in a higher degree of innovativeness. The concepts include, among 

others, open science, citizen science, entrepreneurial university, public–private partnerships 

(PPP), third mission, university–industry collaborations as well as inter- and transdisciplinary 

research (e.g. Clark, 1998; König, Diehl, Tscherning, & Helming, 2013; Perkmann et al., 

2013; Stevens, Van Overwalle, Van Looy, & Huys, 2013; Van Lancker et al., 2019). While 

open science mainly focuses on the open dissemination and accessibility of research data and 

results, the other concepts also integrate collaboration across different stakeholder groups for 

jointly developing scientific knowledge (Fecher & Friesike, 2014; Vicente-Saez & Martinez-

Fuentes, 2018). 

1.2 Research Aim and Purpose 

In the respective research paper, the authors focus on a PPP conducting transdisciplinary 

research with the aim to transgress disciplines as well as cultural boundaries (Hadorn et al., 

2008). Transdisciplinary research connects a variety of organisational and individual groups 

affected by science while following open principles (Harris & Lyon, 2013). This concept is 

of particular interest due to the need of an exceptionally high degree of openness and 

collaboration in order to solve complex and multifaceted problems (Hadorn et al., 2008). 

The implementation and effectiveness of transdisciplinary research may depend, among 

others, on specific organisational design factors (Chesbrough, 2006; Chesbrough & Crowther, 

2006; Chiaroni, Chiesa, & Frattini, 2010). Even though open and collaborative research 
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receives a growing attention from scholars, the literature on organisational design factors 

enabling this type of research is still limited and fragmented. Researchers mainly focus on 

antecedents and design factors on a project level, while research on an institutional level 

remains constrained. Therefore, the authors make use of existing literature on open innovation 

in the corporate world as organisational design factors are more deeply investigated in that 

context. For instance, cross-functional interfaces, a learning culture, a flexible and 

empowering leadership style as well as effective intellectual property (IP) management are 

important factors for establishing open innovation in corporates (Lazzarotti, Manzini, & 

Pellegrini, 2015; Patel, Pettitt, & Wilson, 2012; Salter, Criscuolo, & Ter Wal, 2014; Zynga et 

al., 2018). 

Scholars increasingly aim to analyse the partial overlap between open innovation in a 

corporate and scientific setting. Hence, the question arises if organisational design factors, 

proven to enable open innovation in the corporate environment, also facilitate open and 

collaborative research in the scientific context. While some factors for enabling open 

innovation are still deemed relevant for the application in a scientific context, organisational 

differences need to be taken into account when applying open innovation to public research 

institutes (Chesbrough & Bogers, 2014). Thus, the authors seek to gain insights on the 

application and modification of the relevant organisational design factors, used in the 

corporate open innovation context to the scientific environment. In order to ensure an in-depth 

analysis and delimitate the research scope, this research study focuses on organisational 

design factors specifically enabling transdisciplinary research. Accordingly, this paper seeks 

to address the respective research gap by answering the following descriptive research 

question: 

Which organisational design factors enable transdisciplinary research? 

The authors explore the phenomenon more in-depth and contribute to the existing but scarce 

literature stream. Thereby, they aim to validate and extend relevant organisational design 

factors, which are determined to enable transdisciplinary research on an institutional as well 

as project level. Hence, the authors develop the following sub-research questions, guiding the 

analysis to answer the main research question: 
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1. Which organisational design factors enable transdisciplinary research on an 

institutional level of public research organisations? 

2. Which organisational design factors enable transdisciplinary research on a project 

level? 

1.3 Research Scope and Delimitation 

In order to answer the above-mentioned research questions, the research study focuses on a 

PPP in the healthcare sector. This sector is of major relevance for achieving the research aim, 

as it includes highly complex research topics. Thus, the healthcare sector heavily depends on 

the co-creation of knowledge through transdisciplinary research. Health research increasingly 

requires the contribution of different stakeholders and the involvement of patients since 

innovation cannot solely be driven by independent organisations (Reypens et al., 2016; Teare 

et al., 2018). Leveraging synergies between different parties further leads to reduced 

development costs and higher success rates in health research (Ruberti, 2010). Accordingly, 

the development of multiple funding initiatives for transdisciplinary research is accelerated 

by policy makers and pharmaceutical companies, such as the Innovative Medicines Initiative 

(IMI). By analysing projects of the IMI, the research study focuses on applied science in 

health research and innovation (IMI, n.d.a). 

1.4 Research Study Structure 

This master thesis is structured as follows. First, a literature review is provided to establish a 

theoretical background for the research study. Second, the methodological approach and the 

respective cases are described and elaborated upon. Third, the results of the case analysis are 

presented based on the empirical evidence. Fourth, the findings are discussed by integrating 

the theoretical as well as empirical results and are subsequently transformed into theoretical 

and managerial implications. Finally, limitations of the research paper are presented and 

fruitful avenues for further research are suggested. 
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2. Literature Review and Theoretical Framework 

In the following sections, a comprehensive literature review on openness and collaboration in 

the scientific and corporate context as well as their underlying organisational design factors 

is presented. Subsequently, the authors develop a theoretical framework based on the existing 

literature in order to lay the foundation for the empirical analysis. 

2.1 Research Streams in Openness and Collaboration 

2.1.1 Open and Collaborative Research in the Scientific Context 

Open and collaborative research represents a novel paradigm to organise, conduct and 

evaluate research in order to accelerate innovation in science. It involves “transparent and 

accessible knowledge that is shared and developed through collaborative networks” (Vicente-

Saez & Martinez-Fuentes, 2018, p. 434). By expanding and overcoming organisational 

boundaries to leverage resources residing outside the organisation, these approaches enable 

public research institutes to increase their innovation strength. Thereby, they can better 

address social, economic and human challenges of the 21st century (Chesbrough, 2003; 

Vicente-Saez & Martinez-Fuentes, 2018). Since openness and collaboration are essential 

pillars of this movement, a variety of different actors and disciplines take part, such as 

researchers from applied science as well as corporates and third parties (Friesike et al., 2015). 

As the concept has further developed, the involvement of citizens in research projects has 

been increasing, which can be defined as ‘crowd science’, ‘citizen science’ or ‘public 

engagement’ (Franzoni & Sauermann, 2014). 

The authors use the umbrella term ‘open and collaborative research’ to include several 

concepts mirrored by associated research streams such as open science, citizen science, 

entrepreneurial university, PPPs, third mission, university–industry collaborations as well as 

inter- and transdisciplinary research (Clark, 1998; Franzoni & Sauermann, 2014; König et al., 

2013; Mittelstraß, 1992; Perkmann & Walsh, 2007; Stevens et al., 2013; Van Lancker et al., 

2019; Zomer & Benneworth, 2011). These concepts and their accompanying research projects 

differ based on their openness degree determined by two variables; variety of partners and 

their integration in the research process (Laursen & Salter, 2006; Lazzarotti & Manzini, 2009; 
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Lazzarotti et al., 2015). In the following, only the relevant research streams for answering the 

research question are presented. 

Public–private partnership. In order to engage in open innovation processes and to 

increasingly collaborate with a variety of different stakeholders, public research organisations 

enter PPPs (Van Lancker et al., 2019). In PPPs, the external actors are predominantly industry 

and governments, resulting in partnerships that involve at least one non-profit and one for-

profit organisation (Stevens et al., 2013; Van Lancker et al., 2019). PPPs, covering a multitude 

of different projects, are further characterised by a long-term horizon and the establishment 

of contractual relations between the private and public sectors. Thus, PPPs allow the 

participating parties to engage in a profound collaboration with joint decision-making in order 

to leverage the benefits of open and collaborative research (Petković, Djedovic-Negre, & 

Lukic, 2015; Stevens et al., 2013). Due to their characteristics, PPPs can serve as an 

appropriate setting for conducting transdisciplinary research. 

Transdisciplinary research. Integrating various sources of knowledge from different 

disciplines to solve a ‘life-world’ problem is the fundamental activity in transdisciplinary 

research (Hadorn et al., 2008; Mittelstraß, 1992). Besides addressing societally concerning 

problems and including views from multiple research disciplines as well as from non-

scientific actors, this research concept implies the creation of novel and innovative knowledge 

in a coherent and open manner. This knowledge should subsequently be transferable to the 

societal and scientific world (Hadorn et al., 2008; König et al., 2013; Lang et al., 2012). 

Thereby, transdisciplinary research supports the logic of open and collaborative research. 

Although some scholars (e.g. Stokols, Misra, Moser, Hall, & Taylor, 2008) define 

interdisciplinary research equally with transdisciplinary research, Wickson, Carew, & Russell 

(2006) emphasise that inter- as well as multidisciplinary research differ from transdisciplinary 

research in the degree of collaboration and its management. For instance, Mallon & Bunton 

(2005) state that in a multidisciplinary project, researchers from different disciplines work 

independently on a specific aspect of the problem. Transdisciplinarity, however, entails the 

development of an overarching and joint framework based on cross-disciplinary theories to 

tackle a problem (Collin, 2009). 
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2.1.2 Open Innovation in the Corporate Context 

Open innovation is a phenomenon, which changes the way organisations create and capture 

value from innovations by opening-up the innovation process (Chesbrough, 2003; Teece, 

Pisano, & Shuen, 1997). Chesbrough (2003) defines open innovation as the use of knowledge 

in- and outflows across organisational boundaries to drive and leverage innovation. The 

phenomenon follows several principles, such as acknowledging the added value of external 

sources and understanding the limit of internal research and development (Chesbrough, 

2003). External sources of innovation include public research organisations, intermediaries, 

users, distributors, suppliers and competitors (Laursen & Salter, 2006; Von Hippel, 1988). In 

order to identify, integrate and apply the respective knowledge, organisations need to develop 

‘absorptive capacity’ (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990). 

The search for knowledge in open innovation can be classified into two types and dimensions. 

An inbound approach focuses on sourcing and acquiring distributed knowledge through 

different methods such as in-licensing, pyramiding and broadcast search, as well as 

crowdsourcing (Dahlander & Gann, 2010; Jeppesen & Lakhani, 2010; Von Hippel, Franke, 

& Prügl, 2009). This approach focuses on the inclusion of external knowledge through the 

integration of competences residing outside the organisation and the ability to absorb the 

newly acquired knowledge (Easterby-Smith, Graça, Antonacopoulou, & Ferdinand, 2008; 

Lazzarotti & Manzini, 2009). The organisation is confronted with the ‘Not Invented Here’ 

(NIH) syndrome, highlighting the negative attitude towards external knowledge (Van 

Lancker, Wauters, & Van Huylenbroeck, 2016). The outbound approach emphasises on 

revealing and selling knowledge through, among others, out-licensing or free-revealing 

(Dahlander & Gann, 2010; Perkmann et al., 2013; Von Hippel & Von Krogh, 2003). This 

approach represents the external exploitation of information by delivering knowledge beyond 

the organisation’s boundaries (Chesbrough, Vanhaverbeke, & West, 2006; Gassmann & 

Enkel, 2006). Respectively, the ‘Not Sold Here’ or ‘Not Shared Here’ (NSH) syndrome needs 

to be combated with this outbound open innovation practice (Van Lancker et al., 2016). By 

integrating these two approaches, the coupled process stresses the creation of collaborations 

across organisations, possessing complementary competences (Gassmann & Enkel, 2006). 
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Further, four different governance forms for open innovation exist, namely innovation mall, 

innovation community, elite circle and consortium. These types differ in terms of open or 

closed participation and hierarchical or flat governance. A consortium focuses on a joint 

selection of problems and development of solutions while having a closed participation and a 

flat governance (Pisano & Verganti, 2008). The application of open innovation results in 

several positive effects, such as more novel solutions, shorter development times and lower 

costs, higher success potential and greater numbers of solutions (e.g. Hargadon & Sutton, 

1997; Lakhani, Jeppesen, Lohse, & Panetta, 2007). 

2.2 Organisational Design Factors Enabling Openness and Collaboration 

Over the course of the last five decades, organisational design and its elements has been a 

recurring topic in literature. The ‘Star Model’ of Galbraith (1973) has been commonly used 

and adapted to describe organisational design. The model consists of four factors, namely 

structure, processes, reward systems and people, which support the underlying business 

strategy. In order to successfully achieve organisational objectives, the respective factors need 

to be aligned and remain flexible towards changing circumstances (Kates & Galbraith, 2007). 

These traditional factors still seem to be relevant in the recent development towards openness 

and collaboration in the corporate as well as scientific context (Beck & Poetz, 2018; Patel et 

al., 2012). The organisational structure and processes, incentive and reward systems as well 

as human resources (HR) and leadership are important determinants to implement a strategy, 

which promote openness and collaboration, and to develop the necessary absorptive capacity 

(Beck & Poetz, 2018; Chiaroni et al., 2010; Chiaroni, Chiesa, & Frattini, 2011; Duchek, 2015; 

Lazzarotti et al., 2015; Patel et al., 2012; Van Der Meer, 2007; Van Lancker et al., 2016; 

Zynga et al., 2018).  

In addition to the Star Model, culture and IP are also highly important organisational design 

variables in the respective research context as shown by multiple studies (Alexy, Criscuolo, 

& Salter, 2009; Beck & Poetz, 2018; Perkmann et al., 2013; Sivam, Dieguez, Pinto Ferreira, 

& Silva, 2019; Stevens, Van Overwalle, Van Looy, & Huys, 2015; Van Lancker et al., 2016, 

2019). Thus, the definition of organisational design in this research paper is enriched by these 

two factors and presented in Figure 1. In the following sections, these organisational design 
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factors are examined by using open innovation as well as open and collaborative research 

literature. An overview of the respective research papers is presented in Appendix A. 

 

Figure 1. Organisational Design Factors. Source: Authors’ own representation (2020) 

2.2.1 Structure and Processes Enabling Openness and Collaboration 

In the existing literature, several studies have examined organisational structures and their 

underlying processes in terms of facilitating openness and collaboration in the corporate and 

academic context. Matrix structures allowing for cross-functional interfaces, specific 

organisational roles and units, knowledge management systems, coordination, 

communication, delegation of decision rights and project management are common factors 

facilitating these two elements. 

Matrix structure and cross-functional interfaces. Departmental silos and internal barriers 

must be dissolved in order to foster inter-organisational collaboration (Pinheiro & Stensaker, 

2014). The matrix organisation has proven to be the most appropriate organisational model 

when engaging in open innovation and interdisciplinary collaboration (Duchek, 2015; 

Petković et al., 2015; Petroni, Venturini, & Verbano, 2012; Pinheiro & Stensaker, 2014; Sytch 

et al., 2018). Within a matrix structure, diverging sub-units are connected and the focus lies 

on a few core units. Thereby, a tighter coupling between different disciplines is promoted and 
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the structure allows for knowledge exchange throughout the organisation (Petroni et al., 2012; 

Pinheiro & Stensaker, 2014).  

Intra-organisational collaboration influences the way inter-organisational partnerships are 

conducted. Hence, employees of matrix organisations that are used to cooperate internally 

often engage in new and diverse partnerships with external partners, spanning multiple 

functions (Lazzarotti et al., 2015; Sytch et al., 2018). Further, cross-functional interfaces and 

interdisciplinary units stimulate combining existing and novel knowledge as they facilitate 

knowledge sharing and internal communication as well as coordination (Clark, 1998; 

Harrington & Guimaraes, 2005; Jansen, Van den Bosch, & Volberda, 2005; Lazzarotti et al., 

2015; Petroni et al., 2012; Sivam et al., 2019; Zynga et al., 2018). By installing a matrix 

structure with cross-functional interfaces, the absorptive capacity of an organisation can be 

enhanced as these structures foster acquiring, assembling and applying external knowledge 

(Duchek, 2015; Harrington & Guimaraes, 2005; Jansen et al., 2005). 

Specific organisational roles and units. In order to facilitate knowledge transfer between 

organisations when engaging in open collaboration and simultaneously maintaining 

organisational control, dedicated key roles have to be established (Pinheiro & Stensaker, 

2014; Zahra & George, 2002). An essential linking mechanism between organisations and 

their external environment is the formalisation of ‘gatekeepers’ and ‘boundary spanners’ 

(Harrington & Guimaraes, 2005; Lazzarotti et al., 2015). They facilitate the flow of 

information and are capable of communicating across organisational and disciplinary 

boundaries (Tushman & Katz, 1980). These individuals are highly important for gathering, 

absorbing as well as translating information and making it visible to the whole organisation 

(Chiaroni et al., 2011; Foss, Laursen, & Pedersen, 2011; Lazzarotti et al., 2015; Tushman & 

Katz, 1980). Hence, they have a positive influence on the organisation’s absorptive capacity. 

Gatekeepers and boundary spanners act as an organisation-environment interface and extend 

the organisation’s external network (Duchek, 2015; Zynga et al., 2018). A clear distinction 

cannot be drawn as both, gatekeepers and boundary spanners, act as an interface between the 

organisation and the external environment and facilitate effective processing of information 

(Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Tushman & Katz, 1980; Volberda, Foss, & Lyles, 2010). Jones 
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(2006) determines that gatekeepers and boundary spanners are particularly important for 

acquiring novel knowledge, whereas change agents are responsible for its successful 

integration into existing knowledge. They are fundamental for integrating novel concepts and 

to break senior management’s seclusion within the boundaries of an organisation (Harris & 

Lyon, 2013; Jones, 2006; Salter et al., 2014). 

The existing literature emphasises another intermediary role, namely knowledge brokers 

(Frølund, Murray, & Riedel, 2018; Shore & Mclauchlan, 2012). By connecting diverse 

organisations, making sense of unknown knowledge and strengthening ties to promote 

knowledge transfer, knowledge brokers are significantly important in the early stages of open 

innovation projects (König et al., 2013; Terhorst, Lusher, Bolton, Elsum, & Wang, 2018). In 

an academic context, they focus on leveraging external funding and income generation as well 

as mediating between academia and industry (Shore & Mclauchlan, 2012). Frølund et al. 

(2018) describe two types of knowledge brokers, which support and facilitate university-

industry partnerships. First, vice presidents or head of departments, who are responsible for 

the collaboration with one specific corporation and second, industry-partnership managers, 

who support the senior management in their sponsoring activities. 

Petroni et al. (2012) highlight an additional professional figure, the ‘T-Man’, who has a 

profound knowledge of one research topic while being proficient in understanding a broad 

range of other research topics (Van Lancker et al., 2019). This individual combines technical 

knowledge with managerial and social skills. The T-Man connects information from different 

disciplines while simultaneously staying committed to his/her particular department (Hansen, 

2001; Petković et al., 2015; Petroni et al., 2012; Van Lancker et al., 2016). 

Accordingly, specific, newly created roles are key resources when focussing on open and 

collaborative activities. Another strong signal for the universities’ interest in openly engaging 

with industry is the creation of independent organisational units, which deal with innovation 

projects (Clark, 1998; Ghobril, Baker, Rokop, & Carlson, 2016; Kirschbaum, 2005). For 

instance, an IP office deals with IP-related issues and makes newly generated knowledge 

visible to the organisation. Further, Technology Transfer Offices (TTOs) positively influence 

university-industry relationships by promoting researchers’ willingness to engage with 
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external parties (Balven, Fenters, Siegel, & Waldman, 2018; Beck, Beukel, & Poetz, 2018; 

Lauto, Bau, & Compagno, 2013; Uslu, Calikoglu, Seggie, & Seggie, 2019). 

Knowledge management systems and data handling. As transdisciplinary research projects 

deal with highly complex information and incorporate different stakeholders from diverse 

disciplines, the effective and efficient flow of knowledge is essential to guarantee successful 

mutual learning and understanding (Hollaender, Loibl, & Wilts, 2008). This demands the 

adoption and usage of information technology (IT)-based knowledge management systems, 

which support the implementation of open innovation projects in terms of knowledge 

creation, storage and transfer (Alavi & Leidner, 2001; Chesbrough, 2006; Chiaroni et al., 

2011). In order to keep all project members up to date, common guidelines, repositories, 

policy and documentation processes need to be established (Patel et al., 2012; Sivam et al., 

2019). Mosconi et al. (2019) suggest the development of a research data management plan to 

set up a collaborative data infrastructure and to ensure appropriate data handling as well as 

protection in open science projects. Through the introduction of a consortium agreement, the 

research scope, the contribution of each participant and the data storage approach are set out 

(Mosconi et al., 2019). 

Open collaborations still reveal tensions between knowledge sharing and protection, which is 

mediated by the number of partners, the experience in open and collaborative projects and the 

project duration (Bogers, 2011). Especially the handling with sensitive patient data requires 

appropriate databases, specific access rights and comprehensive knowledge platforms 

(Stevens et al., 2015; Teare et al., 2018). Hence, transparent governance approaches for data 

handling need to be established to ensure well-functioning relationships (Teare et al., 2018). 

Coordination. The coordination of open and collaborative projects can be highly complex and 

demanding due to the large number of involved parties (Patel et al., 2012; Rodríguez & 

Lorenzo, 2011). However, coordination of different stakeholders is a key determinant for the 

success of interdisciplinary research collaborations (König et al., 2013). The resources of 

participants need to be carefully coordinated and expectations aligned in order to accomplish 

shared research objectives (Bican, Guderian, & Ringbeck, 2017; Patel et al., 2012; Slowinski 

& Sagal, 2003). An effective coordination further leads to higher levels of engagement and 
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teamwork (Spooner, Lavey, Mukuka, & Eames-Brown, 2016). By facilitating information 

exchange and commitment, coordination capabilities ultimately enhance an organisation’s 

absorptive capacity (Lazzarotti et al., 2015). In that regard, one needs to emphasise that the 

coordination is not only essential on a project level, but also across disciplines within 

organisations (Patel et al., 2012).  

One key coordination mechanism of open and collaborative projects is a carefully structured 

and clearly written partnership agreement, which defines the fundamental principles of the 

collaborative project to avoid misunderstandings (Haehnle, 1998; König et al., 2013; Petković 

et al., 2015; Slowinski & Sagal, 2003). As the alignment of different partners needs to be 

ensured throughout the project, a kick-off session and regularly scheduled meetings have 

proven to be efficient mechanisms to coordinate the diverse parties in a lasting manner 

(Harrington & Guimaraes, 2005; Hollaender et al., 2008; Jarvenpaa & Wernick, 2011; 

Slowinski & Sagal, 2003; Zynga et al., 2018). The kick-off session facilitates the integration 

of different management systems and the joint development of an appropriate working 

process while building a common understanding of the project principles (Slowinski & Sagal, 

2003). Nevertheless, frequent formal and informal project meetings and workshops are 

essential to maintain continuous alignment, integration and feedback during the project 

execution (Harrington & Guimaraes, 2005; Hollaender et al., 2008; Jarvenpaa & Wernick, 

2011; Slowinski & Sagal, 2003; Zynga et al., 2018).  

Moreover, online collaboration tools with individually set access rights enable fruitful 

coordination (Jarvenpaa & Wernick, 2011; Reypens, Lievens, & Blazevic, 2019). Besides 

these coordination mechanisms, open and collaborative projects often self-regulate and  

-coordinate through social control mechanisms based on trusting relationships and mutual 

commitment (Longo & Giaccone, 2017; Reypens et al., 2019). 

Communication. Communication in collaborative activities substantially determines the 

degree of mutual understanding and knowledge transfer, which ultimately drives the success 

of open and collaborative projects (Patel et al., 2012; Plewa et al., 2013; Sivam et al., 2019). 

Further, an effective communication in collaborative partnerships is crucial for building trust, 

relationships as well as mutual beliefs and values for achieving common goals (Haehnle, 
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1998; Patel et al., 2012; Plewa et al., 2013; Spooner et al., 2016). Especially transdisciplinary 

projects are built upon intense and continuous communication in order to integrate diverse 

scientific perspectives, paradigms and interests (Hollaender et al., 2008; König et al., 2013). 

A clear communication within and across complex teams as well as hierarchical levels needs 

to be facilitated in order to enable thriving collaborations (Foss et al., 2011; Lazzarotti et al., 

2015; Patel et al., 2012). 

The participating parties should use different communication tools and collaborative 

technologies for (non-)verbal and (in-)formal communication, such as meetings, calls, emails, 

workshops or reports and project-internal websites (Harrington & Guimaraes, 2005; 

Jarvenpaa & Wernick, 2011; König et al., 2013; Patel et al., 2012; Spooner et al., 2016). 

Thereby, the information should always be shared in an easy-to-understand manner and 

usable format for all participating audiences (Jarvenpaa & Wernick, 2011; Treise, Baralt, 

Birnbrauer, Krieger, & Neil, 2016). Simultaneously, the aim should be to keep 

communication brief and clear in order to avoid information overflow and chaos (König et 

al., 2013).  

As it can be challenging for open and collaborative projects to establish a sense of team and 

to decide on project keystones, face-to-face communication is essential to develop 

relationships and a trusting work environment. This is especially important in the beginning 

of the project (König et al., 2013; Patel et al., 2012; Plewa et al., 2013; Spooner et al., 2016). 

Throughout the project execution, it is essential to maintain open and frequent communication 

in order to overcome temporal challenges and enable ongoing evaluations of preliminary 

project results. This increases the likelihood to achieve all parties’ objectives (Plewa et al., 

2013). According to several studies, open channels for free, informal exchanges, social 

interaction and non-project-related topics can further support the deep understanding about 

each partner and positively influence a fruitful collaboration (Patel et al., 2012; Plewa et al., 

2013; Spooner et al., 2016). 

Besides communication on a project level, it is also important to establish communication 

channels on an organisational level (Harrington & Guimaraes, 2005). For instance, boundary 

spanners spread the gathered external information throughout the organisation by using 
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formal and informal communication tools. Thereby, an organisation enhances its absorptive 

capacity (Harrington & Guimaraes, 2005). Moreover, internal and external communication 

about successfully completed open and collaborative research projects improves the chances 

for further similar projects within and across organisations (Treise et al., 2016). 

Delegation of decision rights and autonomy. In today’s fast changing environment, it is 

crucial to establish immediate decision-making processes and to facilitate the delegation of 

responsibilities in order to quickly react and adapt to changing circumstances (Foss et al., 

2011). The latter is notably important for judging, absorbing and transferring knowledge as 

intermediaries, such as gatekeepers, are in constant contact with external parties. Hence, the 

delegation of decision rights coupled with high levels of autonomy constitutes an outward-

oriented practice, which results in more flexible knowledge acquisition and a higher degree 

of self-organisation (Duchek, 2015; Foss et al., 2011; Patel et al., 2012; Sivam et al., 2019). 

Autonomy promotes democracy as well as transparency and also enables project partners to 

be more deeply involved and committed to open innovation activities (Breunig, Aas, & Hydle, 

2014; König et al., 2013). 

Project management and team. The development of a formal project management structure 

to bridge the gap between different collaboration partners is highly important in collaborative 

projects. Further, a clear definition and mutual understanding of the roles and responsibilities 

within the project team are key facilitators for fruitful open projects (Patel et al., 2012; 

Reypens et al., 2019; Van Lancker et al., 2019; Zynga et al., 2018). The complexity of the 

project management increases with a higher amount of different partners (Goldman, 2011). 

A well-structured project management, which establishes efficient workflows and structures, 

ensures that the defined deliverables and milestones are reached within the appointed time 

frame (Goldman, 2011; König et al., 2013). However, it is equally important to allow for 

adaptation and flexibility during the project (König et al., 2013; Reypens et al., 2019). 

The project leaders play a diverse set of temporary roles comprising mentor, facilitator and 

broker as well as monitor, coordinator and producer functions in transdisciplinary projects 

(König et al., 2013). Thus, it is recommended that open and collaborative projects are 

managed by multiple persons from different backgrounds since the diverse management 
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functions and activities exceed the capabilities of a single manager (Jarvenpaa & Wernick, 

2011; König et al., 2013; Stevens et al., 2015). The project leaders of transdisciplinary 

projects are responsible for the overall execution as well as the external representation of the 

project and the elimination of temporal barriers throughout the project. Further activities can 

optionally be delegated and distributed among team members (Hollaender et al., 2008).  

The project management tasks also include interface management, namely the coordination 

and communication between all participating parties (König et al., 2013; Reypens et al., 2019; 

Spooner et al., 2016). Thus, the management of a transdisciplinary project needs to implement 

tools that enable information sharing and integration of diverse project participants 

(Hollaender et al., 2008). A multitude of project management tools including traffic light 

monitoring systems and quarterly monitoring reports exists to optimise multi-stakeholder 

collaborations (Stevens et al., 2015). 

Since collaboration thrives well in smaller groups, large, collaborative projects are often 

divided into work modules and packages, in which the actual knowledge creation takes place 

(Jarvenpaa & Wernick, 2011; König et al., 2013; Patel et al., 2012; Petković et al., 2015; 

Reypens et al., 2019; Stevens et al., 2015). Each work package has its own research objectives, 

responsibilities as well as deliverables and is led by an industrial and an academic 

representative (Jarvenpaa & Wernick, 2011; König et al., 2013; Petković et al., 2015; Stevens 

et al., 2015). The dual leadership facilitates transparency and enables a highly competent 

management team (Jarvenpaa & Wernick, 2011).  

The project teams should be well-balanced, complementary and involve senior researchers to 

leverage a broad range of technical and socio-economic knowledge (Van Lancker et al., 

2019). As transdisciplinary research aims to integrate different standpoints and scientific 

paradigms, it can be beneficial when project members are part of more than one work module 

(König et al., 2013). A module coordination committee and standardised protocols can help 

to integrate, translate and harmonise the individually created knowledge and to increase 

efficiency and transferability among modules and partners (König et al., 2013; Stevens et al., 

2015). Furthermore, a steering committee, which can be consulted selectively, can help with 
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strategic planning, scrutiny of work module activities and conflict management issues 

(Jarvenpaa & Wernick, 2011; König et al., 2013). 

2.2.2 Culture Enabling Openness and Collaboration 

With regard to culture facilitating openness and collaborative work, several studies have 

investigated the overall cultural orientation, important values, norms and beliefs as well as 

collaborative target and goal setting. 

Cultural orientation and attributes. An appropriate culture and corresponding mindset are 

crucial to foster openness and collaboration (Bican et al., 2017; Giannopoulou, Yström, & 

Ollila, 2011; Van Lancker et al., 2016; Zynga et al., 2018). An open culture shapes 

organisational trust, the willingness to change, interpersonal relationships and open 

communication (Gjerding et al., 2006; Patel et al., 2012). These are highly important elements 

for the creation of a knowledge sharing culture, which ensures that information circulates and 

knowledge is effectively utilised while simultaneously reducing the NIH and NSH syndromes 

(Burcharth, Knudsen, & Søndergaard, 2014; Patel et al., 2012). This highlights that a cultural 

change from publish or perish to provide or perish is often necessary in order to engage in 

open research (Uslu et al., 2019; Van Lancker et al., 2019). Further, an adhocracy culture 

promoting attributes such as flexibility, continuous learning, entrepreneurship, risk-taking 

and receptiveness to new and external knowledge is beneficial in order to explore the open 

innovation phenomenon and fully leverage its potential (Giannopoulou et al., 2011; Gjerding 

et al., 2006; Harrington & Guimaraes, 2005; Jarvenpaa & Wernick, 2011; Kratzer, Meissner, 

& Roud, 2017; Strese, Adams, Flatten, & Brettel, 2016; Van Lancker et al., 2016).  

High levels of absorptive capacity can be achieved by incorporating external knowledge and 

minimising bureaucracy while creating a ‘learning and knowledge-friendly’ culture that 

encourages teamwork, change, new approaches and interdepartmental communication (Ali & 

Park, 2016; Harrington & Guimaraes, 2005). The trust in collective work, appreciation of 

divergent thinking and the willingness to aim at mutual benefits for all participating parties 

are important elements of a culture conducive to open innovation as well as collective research 

(Giannopoulou et al., 2011; Gjerding et al., 2006; Van Lancker et al., 2016). In that regard, it 
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is also important that the different parties understand and respect each other’s organisational 

culture. The willingness of a research institute to promote applied research as well as the 

flexibility of rules can further stimulate open and entrepreneurial projects (Gjerding et al., 

2006). 

The organisational culture needs to be accompanied by a highly open and entrepreneurial 

mindset of the individual in order to organically enable the requested change towards 

openness. This also ensures that the culture is reflected in a distinct set of beliefs (Clark, 1998; 

Giannopoulou et al., 2011; Gjerding et al., 2006; Lazzarotti et al., 2015; Van Lancker et al., 

2016). Only then, the idea of open innovation becomes an institutional wide credo, which in 

turn shapes the institutional identity and reputation (Clark, 1998). 

Lastly, the culture within collaborative innovation projects is influenced by the institutional 

culture (Vick, Nagano, & Popadiuk, 2015). According to Vick et al. (2015), information 

sharing in multidisciplinary teams is facilitated by a relationship-based culture, which 

promotes collaboration and stimulates knowledge socialisation. In the same regard, a trusting 

culture is necessary when crossing disciplines and thus, cultural boundaries (Harris & Lyon, 

2013). 

Values, norms and beliefs. The omnipresence of affirming values, norms and belief systems 

towards openness and collaboration from the organisational side is a prerequisite to facilitate 

open collaborations (Bruhn, 1995; Hollaender et al., 2008; Lauto et al., 2013; Sivam et al., 

2019; Van Der Meer, 2007). According to Sivam et al. (2019), the organisation needs to 

develop values supporting experimentation, flexibility and sustainable change without 

punishing failures in order to stimulate openness (Harrington & Guimaraes, 2005; Sivam et 

al., 2019). Further, it is vital that the organisation’s culture entails a belief system highlighting 

the need to involve different disciplines in order to be able to solve complex problems (Bruhn, 

1995).  

In particular, public research organisations have to create a sense of justice to promote 

academics involvement in open and collaborative projects (Balven et al., 2018). More 

precisely, Balven et al. (2018) highlight that researchers need to feel treated in an unbiased 
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way, to be rewarded fairly and to have the feeling to contribute something beneficial for 

society in order to engage in open and collaborative research. Especially in transdisciplinary 

collaborations, project members might work together for the first time and hence, common 

rules for the collective work have to be established (Hollaender et al., 2008). These jointly 

determined principles result in a greater sense of belonging, a climate of trust and an enhanced 

willingness to share knowledge openly. They might also convince rather sceptical academics 

to engage in open innovation projects (Lauto et al., 2013; Patel et al., 2012). 

Target setting. To ensure the success of open and collaborative projects, having a common 

and clear understanding of the vision and its underlying objectives is of crucial importance 

(Hollaender et al., 2008; Jarvenpaa & Wernick, 2011; Mortara, Slacik, Napp, & Minshall, 

2010; Patel et al., 2012; Slowinski & Sagal, 2003; Van Lancker et al., 2019). Such an 

alignment of purpose guarantees the consideration of all stakeholder views and results in 

greater participation and commitment (Patel et al., 2012; Slowinski & Sagal, 2003). 

Particularly members of open and collaborative research projects need to be aligned towards 

a common goal, even though they are driven by differing motivations and expectations 

(Haehnle, 1998; Hollaender et al., 2008; Van Lancker et al., 2019). Thereby, it is important 

to create awareness and harmony of the diverging underlying objectives (Reypens et al., 

2019). While researchers might be interested in stimulating their academic career by 

publishing in-depth results, other parties rather focus on the added value for commercial 

activities (Hollaender et al., 2008). In order to avoid tensions when combining these scientific 

and commercial goals, a dual goal design is fundamental to determine the individual 

stakeholder’s objective, acknowledge their equal importance and reach a consensus 

(Hollaender et al., 2008; Van Lancker et al., 2019). 

2.2.3 Incentive and Reward Systems Enabling Openness and Collaboration  

This section highlights the existing literature on incentives and rewards enabling and 

promoting openness and collaboration. 

Incentives promoting openness and collaboration. Organisations that aim at pursuing open 

innovation and open research encourage their employees to work collaboratively in intra- and 
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inter-organisational projects through an adequate incentive structure (D’Este & Perkmann, 

2011; Patel et al., 2012; Petroni et al., 2012; Rodríguez & Lorenzo, 2011). Individualised 

incentives are not sufficient enough to implement open innovation practices and it can be also 

challenging to track individual contributions in collaborative projects (Breunig et al., 2014; 

Rodríguez & Lorenzo, 2011). Thus, an incentive framework tailored to collective efforts, 

team goals and mutual gains is recommended to facilitate a fruitful open system (Breunig et 

al., 2014; Patel et al., 2012; Rodríguez & Lorenzo, 2011). Collectively oriented incentives 

also stimulate knowledge sharing between internal and external actors (Breunig et al., 2014). 

The incentive system should support the underlying motivation to participate in open 

research, such as increased visibility and status, learning, responsibility, building 

relationships and benefitting from shared risks (Ali-Khan, Harris, & Gold, 2017; Haehnle, 

1998; Patel et al., 2012). More specifically, incentives for academics to collaborate in open 

research projects are knowledge exchange, access to up-to-date technology, addressing and 

solving complex problems, as well as access to funding (D’Este & Perkmann, 2011; Franco 

& Haase, 2015; Harris & Lyon, 2013). Even though funding is one of the driving forces 

behind transdisciplinary research, Harris & Lyon (2013) criticise that the contracts are often 

designed for short term projects, which do not support ongoing relationships between 

collaborative research teams. Modifying existing incentive policies by integrating novel 

incentives, such as credit on annual review, encourages scholars to engage in open and 

collaborative research involving replication and innovation (Lundwall, 2019). 

However, current incentive structures in public research institutes often favour novel research 

and do not provide incentives to pursue replicable research and open science (Lundwall, 

2019). Academics are discouraged to collaborate in open research through the lack of 

perceived scientific rigour and incentive structures that include the need for mono-

disciplinary publications, teaching responsibilities and career progression via publications in 

peer reviewed journals (Franco & Haase, 2015; Harris & Lyon, 2013; Hollaender et al., 2008; 

Lundwall, 2019). The incentive policy especially discourages younger, untenured researcher 

to participate in open research as they are under more institutional pressure to publish 

(Hollaender et al., 2008; Lauto et al., 2013). Engagement in collaborative and open research 
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projects needs to represent a greater component in the incentive systems for academics when 

aiming at institutionalising open practices (Franco & Haase, 2015). In contrast, Fu (2012) 

finds that a greater degree of openness reduces the importance of internal incentives, 

especially those oriented on long-term objectives. 

Lastly, organisations, which want to engage in open innovation, need to be aware of the 

incentives for external actors to join (Wallin & Von Krogh, 2010). The different cultures and 

respective systems of the participating parties shape their incentives to collaborate. Thus, the 

incentive systems should be tailored towards open and collaborative work, but also towards 

the diverse motivations for contributing to collaborative projects (Harris & Lyon, 2013; 

Hollaender et al., 2008). 

Rewards promoting openness and collaboration. In order to support and enhance openness 

and collaboration, a flexible reward and promotion system guaranteeing acknowledgement 

and appreciation is fundamental (Bruhn, 1995; Foss et al., 2011; Gjerding et al., 2006; 

Goldman, 2011; Hong, Zhao, & Stanley Snell, 2019; König et al., 2013; Lazzarotti et al., 

2015; Perkmann & Walsh, 2007; Salter et al., 2014; Uslu et al., 2019; Van Lancker et al., 

2016, 2019; Zynga et al., 2018). Accordingly, the organisation’s management needs to reward 

individuals, who act as boundary spanners as well as those, who initiate, administer and 

implement external engagements (Ali-Khan et al., 2017; Salter et al., 2014; Tushman & Katz, 

1980). This includes non-monetary and monetary reward systems for employees, who identify 

novel external collaboration partners, transgress internal boundaries in idea generation or use 

external input for internal projects (Foss et al., 2011; Salter et al., 2014; Van Lancker et al., 

2016). 

More specifically, open and collaborative research can be rewarded through rank and status 

promotions when the researcher is included in citations and co-authorships for open access 

publications (Ali-Khan et al., 2017; Lundwall, 2019). However, rewarding individuals, who 

are responsible for open research projects, constitutes a particular challenge in the context of 

PPP projects. Since the project member’s input might not always be published with them as 

main authors, additional incentive and reward systems need to be established to foster 

transdisciplinary collaboration (Goldman, 2011). Further, academics engaging in 
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collaborative research projects can be acknowledged through the provision of additional 

resources, enhanced academic reputation and financial remuneration (Gjerding et al., 2006; 

Perkmann & Walsh, 2007; Uslu et al., 2019). According to D’Este & Perkmann (2011), 

researchers value increased reputation and the applicability of their research to solve societal 

problems as the most important reward, followed by monetary gains. Thus, public research 

organisation honour externally engaged individuals for instance with awards or prizes, such 

as ‘open innovator of the year’ (Salter et al., 2014). 

These reward systems not solely enhance efficiency of knowledge transfer, reducing the NIH 

syndrome and creating trust-based relationships between external and internal parties but are 

also nurturing the organisation’s absorptive capacity (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Hong et al., 

2019; Lazzarotti et al., 2015; Van Lancker et al., 2019). 

2.2.4 Human Resources and Leadership Enabling Openness and Collaboration 

In the following, existing research on the influence of human resource practices and 

leadership in enabling open and collaborative projects are presented. Thereby, the authors 

differentiate between top management support and leadership, and trainings for team building 

and collaborative tasks. 

Top management support & leadership. In order to trigger organisational change and to 

develop an open and collaborative environment, top management support and an effective 

leadership is crucial (Chiaroni et al., 2010; Pinheiro & Stensaker, 2014; Sidrat & Frikha, 2018; 

Sivam et al., 2019; Van Lancker et al., 2016; Zynga et al., 2018). Top management is 

inevitable to raise external funding and invest into learning approaches in order to foster 

organisational capabilities in identifying, sharing and transferring knowledge among different 

parties (Chiaroni et al., 2010; Haefliger & Poetz, 2016; Li, Sun, & Dong, 2018; Patel et al., 

2012). Accordingly, top executives and key managers play the role as champions for openness 

and collaboration to avoid the emergence of conflicts during a collaboration and to engage in 

diverse innovation ecosystems (Frølund et al., 2018; Lazzarotti et al., 2015). 

Further, flexible leaders do not only promote an organisational learning culture and encourage 

employees to take part in risky and open research projects, they also increase the level of 
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delegation by providing autonomy to employee’s decision-making (Ali-Khan et al., 2017; 

Naqshbandi & Tabche, 2018; Zynga et al., 2018). Naqshbandi & Tabche (2018) determine 

that an empowering and flexible leadership style results in higher commitment to inbound 

and outbound open innovation activities. In a scientific context, effective leadership on an 

institutional level is a prerequisite to give guidance to TTO employees as well as faculty 

members to facilitate open and collaborative research. The leader acts as a source of 

inspiration for others to work collaboratively by crossing disciplinary boundaries (Balven et 

al., 2018; Patel et al., 2012). 

Trainings for team building and collaborative tasks. Appropriate training programs for 

employees are essential for triggering and managing organisational change (Patel et al., 2012). 

Thus, human resource management plays a critical role in motivating and training employees 

to engage in open and collaborative work (Hong et al., 2019; Plewa et al., 2013). As open and 

collaborative projects require a certain set of skills and behaviours, human resources need to 

be prepared for teamwork beforehand (Patel et al., 2012; Petković et al., 2015). 

Training policies should promote knowledge sharing and collaborative behaviour (Hong et 

al., 2019; Lazzarotti et al., 2015). In open and collaborative projects, trainings in social, 

communication and cognitive skills can further facilitate the development of interpersonal 

relationships, trust, commitment, information flow and understanding of external knowledge 

within research teams. This in turn leads to more effective partnerships (Hollaender et al., 

2008; Patel et al., 2012; Salter et al., 2014). Moreover, helping employees to become more 

open-minded towards external knowledge and novel approaches through specific training 

programs increases the ability to engage in open practices (Hong et al., 2019). Trainings 

designed to improve relational capability and absorptive capacity familiarise researchers with 

the open innovation approach and to involve external actors into their working process (Hong 

et al., 2019; Van Lancker et al., 2019). 

Additional IP training programs sensitise individuals on which information needs to be treated 

confidentially and which data can be shared openly (Salter et al., 2014). As academics are 

often not used to share intermediate results, public research institutes design trainings tailored 

towards knowledge transfer and data handling with external partners (Plewa et al., 2013). 
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Professional trainings outside the field of expertise can also help to reduce the NIH and NSH 

syndrome hindering open practices since they influence the employee’s protective behaviour 

towards knowledge transfer and their aversion for uncertainty (Burcharth et al., 2014; Hong 

et al., 2019). 

Besides organisational trainings, activities for team building and trainings in conflict 

resolution should be integrated within inter-organisational project teams. This is reasoned by 

the fact that proficient team relationships and profound conflict management skills enhance 

the collaboration and are crucial for building trust among different parties (Patel et al., 2012; 

Slowinski & Sagal, 2003; Spooner et al., 2016). 

2.2.5 Intellectual Property Enabling Openness and Collaboration 

Research on openness and collaboration has further focused on the transfer of IP as it has been 

an essential asset for public research institutes and industry (Chesbrough, 2003, 2006; Stevens 

et al., 2015). Thereby, two research streams, focussing on either the overall organisational IP 

strategy or the project-specific IP management, can be identified and are summarised in the 

following. 

IP Strategy. Open and collaborative research is exposed to two diverging approaches. On the 

one hand, organisations have to share knowledge with the collaborative parties to jointly 

achieve impactful outcomes. This challenges the commercial logic of corporate partners and 

the protective behaviour of researchers (Salter et al., 2014; Stevens et al., 2015). On the other 

hand, knowledge protection has to be ensured in order to avoid knowledge spillovers (Bican 

et al., 2017). Hence, a clear IP strategy needs to be developed specifying the openness degree 

of an organisation, what kind of knowledge can be shared and which sensitive data needs to 

be protected (Frølund et al., 2018; Van Lancker et al., 2016, 2019). Thereby, a labelling 

system to categorise the organisation’s knowledge base helps to increase clarity and 

sensitivity of individuals about which knowledge can or cannot be shared with external parties 

in initial conversations (Salter et al., 2014). 

The IP strategy should involve clearly defined definitions and an explicit framework 

comprising IP term sheets and clauses (Stevens et al., 2013). In order to mitigate risks of IP 
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associated challenges, organisations can introduce IP gatekeepers to guarantee compliance 

with the IP strategy, when participating in open and collaborative activities (Bican et al., 

2017). However, Uhlir (2003) emphasises the urge to rather move towards intellectual 

commons than protecting IP by providing openly accessible data and guaranteeing full 

disclosure of scientific outcomes. In contrast, Ali-Khan et al. (2017) state that an openly-

oriented IP strategy might decrease the organisations’ attractiveness for potential future 

collaborators in further research projects, which may prefer a more closed approach. Overall, 

IP should rather be perceived as an opportunity than a barrier for collaboration with external 

parties (Alexy et al., 2009). 

IP Management. A challenging but integral task for organisations engaging in open practices 

is the management of IP rights (Bican et al., 2017; Giannopoulou et al., 2011; Goldman, 

2011). IP management can foster openness and facilitate collaborative research if it is used 

rather for signalling than for control objectives. Hence, managers must acknowledge and use 

IP as an enabler for open practices (Alexy et al., 2009).  

Thereby, it can be advantageous to have a well-tuned IP framework tailored to consortia like 

the IMI IP Policy (Alexy et al., 2009; Goldman, 2011). However, each collaborative project 

is unique in terms of its participating parties, their divergent interests and mentalities about 

sharing IP (Giannopoulou et al., 2011; Goldman, 2011). Thus, the framework should only 

serve as a basis for negotiations about access rights and ownership of IP between the partners 

(Stevens et al., 2015). The IP system should be modular and case-specific in order to allow 

for flexible adaptations to the needs of each consortia and to enable efficient open practices 

(Alexy et al., 2009; Goldman, 2011; Salter et al., 2014; Stevens et al., 2015). Thus, the 

collaborating parties must clearly define ownership of scientific outcomes while 

acknowledging that a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach is not beneficial for open and collaborative 

activities (Alexy et al., 2009; Ali-Khan et al., 2017). For instance, ownership of the 

background IP could remain with the original party, but participating parties get royalty-free 

access for the purpose of the collaboration (Stevens et al., 2015). 
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In the beginning of the project, the terms should be negotiated between the partners and 

written down in a project agreement (Stevens et al., 2015). Further, implementing an ‘honest 

broker’ or ‘buddy model’ facilitates the development of mutually beneficial and trustful 

relationships to exchange sensitive information and confidential data (Goldman, 2011; Salter 

et al., 2014; Stevens et al., 2013). The honest broker should be provided by an independent, 

trusted party and is especially valuable if the negotiating power of the parties differs greatly 

(Goldman, 2011; Stevens et al., 2013). 

2.3 Development of Theoretical Framework 

Based on the existing literature in the fields of openness and collaboration in the corporate 

and scientific context, the authors develop a theoretical framework in order to consolidate the 

underlying organisational design factors (see Table 1). Thereby, it is assumed that the above-

mentioned factors and their sub-elements can be applied to the scientific context and thus, 

represent enablers of transdisciplinary research. However, the factors differ in their 

applicability to the institutional and project level. Even though the levels are alone-standing 

units, they display multiple interrelations, resulting in reciprocal influences. The institutional 

level is influenced by the outcomes of the project level, while the project level is affected by 

the context of the institutional level.  

The empirical investigation in Chapter 4 aims to validate the underlying assumption by testing 

the relevance of the factors in the scientific context of transdisciplinary research and 

complementing these in a qualitative manner. 

Table 1 
Theoretical Framework based on Literature Review 

   Institutional level Project level 

Structure & Processes  ✓ 

 Matrix structure & cross-functional interfaces ✓   

 Specific organisational roles & units ✓   

 Knowledge management systems & data handling ✓ 

 Coordination ✓  

 Communication ✓ 
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 Delegation of decision rights & autonomy ✓ 

 Project management & team    ✓ 

Culture  ✓ 

 Cultural orientation & attributes ✓ 

 Values, norms & beliefs ✓ 

 Target setting ✓ 

Incentive & Reward System  ✓   

 Incentives ✓   

 Rewards ✓   

HR & Leadership  ✓  

 Top management support & leadership ✓  

 Trainings for team building & collaborative tasks ✓ 

IP  ✓ 

 IP Strategy ✓  

 IP Management  ✓ 

Source: Author’s own compilation (2020) 

3. Methodology 

The following methodological section is guided by the framework of Saunders, Lewis, & 

Thornhill (2019) by peeling off the layers of the ‘research onion’. Hereby, the research 

philosophy, approach, purpose and strategy as well as the case and data collection are outlined 

to justify the philosophical assumptions of the research project. In the last section, the data 

analysis process for gathering the empirical results is described. 

3.1 Overview of the General Methodological Approach 

3.1.1 Research Philosophy 

The research project intends to explore which organisational design factors enable 

transdisciplinary research on an institutional level of public research organisations and on a 

project level. There is a vast amount of research focussing on organisational design factors in 

an open innovation context, but little knowledge on organisational prerequisites enhancing 
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openness and collaboration in a scientific research context exists. Hence, the research question 

is of descriptive nature. To be able to answer the research question, three key assumptions, 

relating to the research philosophy, have to be taken into account, namely the ontological, 

epistemological and axiological branch (Bryman, 2016; Collis & Hussey, 2013). 

This paper reflects the philosophy of interpretivism. The authors argue that human beings 

create meanings, which differ based on different backgrounds, personal values, circumstances 

and times. Therefore, the aim is not to generate universal laws for open and collaborative 

research but to embrace the complexity of its diverging, underlying concepts. The purpose of 

this research is to gain a deeper understanding of transdisciplinary research, involving a 

multitude of diverse individuals. Thus, the researchers examine the projects from the 

perspectives of different participants, recognising the complexity and uniqueness of each 

research project. The underlying research philosophy is explicitly subjectivist, highlighting 

the ontological position of including multiple, subjective interpretations and acknowledging 

the underlying complexity and richness of social worlds. 

In terms of axiology, the authors acknowledge by the philosophical stance of interpretivists 

that their research process is value-bound and influenced by their beliefs and values (Saunders 

et al., 2019). Thus, an influence of the resultant bias on the research through value-laden 

decisions cannot be completely ruled out (Bryman, 2016). However, the authors are aware of 

the potential limitation and constantly reflect upon the values in a critical manner. Valid and 

adequate knowledge is collected both in the form of observable phenomena and subjective 

meanings. This justifies the interpretivist approach also in terms of epistemology, which 

stresses the importance of social actors and interpersonal relations. Therefore, a careful 

interpretation of the subjective data is essential in the research process (Saunders et al., 2019). 

3.1.2 Research Approach 

This research project follows a deductive-inductive approach by determining organisational 

design factors enabling openness and collaboration from existing literature and by adapting 

and extending the framework for an open and collaborative research context (Saunders et al., 

2019). The authors test whether the factors for open innovation and collaborative work, 
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derived from existing literature, can be applied to a scientific context and explore further 

relevant enablers for transdisciplinary research. The combination of research approaches 

allows for a fruitful discussion between empirical data and theory to acquire new knowledge 

and to develop a rich perspective on the research topic. 

In line with the objective of exploring a relatively novel phenomenon, this study is conducted 

as a mono-method qualitative study. The qualitative research design complies with the 

interpretive philosophy as the researchers analyse and interpret the rich data in its full context 

by deriving meanings from words (Saunders et al., 2019). The qualitative approach allows 

the authors to gain deep inside knowledge on transdisciplinary research and its underlying 

organisational design factors. The authors use a single data collection technique by 

conducting semi-structured interviews with four different stakeholder groups to get an in-

depth understanding of what facilitates transdisciplinary research. Interviews enable the 

gathering of unique and novel insights as well as personal perspectives of individuals on the 

research topic (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, & Jackson, 2015). The collected data enriches and 

complements the secondary data to generate comprehensive insights about organisational 

design factors enabling transdisciplinary research in public research institutes. 

3.1.3 Research Purpose and Strategy 

The purpose of the study is of exploratory nature. The authors seek to gain insights into the 

research topic and discover enablers for transdisciplinary research since the topic lacks 

appropriate and holistic theories. During the data collection, a variety of open questions 

starting with ‘how’ are asked in order to explore the novel movement. The exploratory study 

helps the authors to get more clarification on the topic with the advantage of being adaptable 

and flexible during the research process. As exploratory studies are often carried out via 

qualitative research, the purpose also makes the most sense in terms of the paper’s research 

approach (Saunders et al., 2019). 

Having established the purpose of the study, the next layer of Saunders et al.'s  (2019) research 

onion, namely the research strategy, is outlined. The paper’s underlying research strategy is 

to conduct a case study, guided by a well-founded research question. A case study allows for 
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an in-depth inquiry to explore the phenomenon of transdisciplinary research within a real-life 

setting and context (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015; Saunders et al., 2019). Thereby, the research 

leads to fruitful, empirical descriptions and the adaptation of theory (Saunders et al., 2019). 

Yin (2014) further differentiates between two separate dimensions; single or multiple cases 

and holistic or embedded cases. With regard to the first dimension, the authors choose 

multiple cases, which can be justified by the fact that it results in greater generalisability, 

robustness and parsimony (Eisenhardt, 1989). Besides, the authors choose a multiple case 

study approach to test whether replication of findings across cases is possible and to reduce 

scepticism regarding extraordinary circumstances that are present in a single case (Yin, 2014). 

In order to enhance the likelihood of replication, the cases are carefully selected based on 

their similarities (Saunders et al., 2019). Regarding Yin's (2014) second dimension, the 

authors choose an embedded case study approach as the study involves more than one unit of 

analysis. The authors examine the cases on a project as well as on an institutional level to 

explore differences, similarities and interrelations between the different dimensions. 

3.2 Overview of Case and Data Collection 

3.2.1 Case Selection 

The cases are selected based on a theoretical sampling procedure (Bell, Bryman, & Harley, 

2018; Coyne, 1997). To determine the essential organisational design factors enabling open 

and collaborative research, this research study focuses on a PPP funded by the European 

Commission. PPPs provide the opportunity to pool transdisciplinary resources and hence, 

facilitate long-term commitments from public and private bodies (European Commission, 

n.d.a). The study focuses on the Joint Technology Initiative (JTI) called IMI, which includes 

patient organisations as one key stakeholder group in order to ensure the transdisciplinary 

nature of the cases. 

In addition, it is a prerequisite that the projects are completed at the time of data collection to 

allow for a more profound investigation of organisational design factors facilitating 

transdisciplinary research. Since the authors aim to generate precise data and contemporary 
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results, being highly relevant in today’s context, the focus further lies on projects with a rather 

recent end date. This method of elimination results in a total of seven completed IMI projects. 

Due to the project participants’ accessibility and willingness to contribute to the study, a final 

sample of five completed IMI projects is achieved. The respective theoretical sampling 

strategy is visualised in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Case Selection Decision Tree. Source: Authors’ own representation (2020) 

3.2.2 Case Descriptions 

To address the research question, research data is collected from five IMI projects. IMI is one 

of the world’s largest PPP in the healthcare sector and is a JTI between the European Union 

(EU) and the European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations (EFPIA). 

IMI was launched in 2008 with the aim to strengthen the collaboration between diverse 

stakeholders, including pharmaceutical companies, academia, small and medium-sized 

enterprises, patient organisations and third parties. By bringing different parties together and 

focussing on common goals, IMI projects stimulate knowledge exchange and health 

innovation to address unresolved bottlenecks of medical needs (IMI, n.d.a; Reypens et al., 

2016; Teare et al., 2018). 
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The respective cases and key characteristics, such as the project period, the amount of funding 

and the amount of participating stakeholders are presented in Table 2. All cases include 

different stakeholder groups, namely EFPIA companies, public research organisations, public 

bodies, non-profit groups, small and medium-sized enterprises, patient organisations, third 

parties and/or non-EFPIA companies. Hereby, the study allows a high degree of 

organisational diversity. Further, the projects cover different project periods between three to 

six years, a broad range of funding at values between four to 56 million euros and a differing 

amount of included stakeholders ranging from 17 to 58 participating parties (Secondary Data, 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5). 

To guarantee the full utilisation of the empirical results, all project names as well as the names 

of the participating interviewees are anonymised. 

Table 2 
Case Overview and Key Characteristics 

IMI Case Project Period Amount of funding Stakeholder 

Case A 2015 – 2018 4 Mio. € 33 

Case B 2014 – 2018 17 Mio. € 17 

Case C 2013 – 2018 56 Mio. € 58 

Case D 2012 – 2018 37 Mio. € 25 

Case E 2014 – 2017 6 Mio. € 20 

Source: Authors’ own representation (2020) based on Secondary Data 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 

3.2.3 Data Collection 

The research paper is based on secondary as well as primary data, which allows for a more 

rigorous study and higher validity (Yin, 2014). The secondary data collection involves a 

systematic scanning of existing literature in the research field of open innovation, 

collaborative work and open science. To ensure a high quality of the literature review, a top-

down approach to data collection is used by selecting only peer-reviewed papers, which have 

been published in academic journals. To support the research findings’ validity, also 

qualitative data collected from documents, received from the cases, and publicly available 
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reports is considered. The respective material is listed in Table 3. The textual data presents a 

historical perspective, which might be difficult to obtain through the interviews as memories 

fade (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). 

Table 3 
Overview of Qualitative, Secondary Data 

No. Type Secondary Data Type of Information Retrieval Date Abbreviation in Text 

1 IMI Website Project Factsheet 15-02-2020 Secondary Data, 1 

2 IMI Website Project Factsheet 15-02-2020 Secondary Data, 2 

3 IMI Website Project Factsheet 15-02-2020 Secondary Data, 3 

4 IMI Website Project Factsheet 15-02-2020 Secondary Data, 4 

5 IMI Website Project Factsheet 15-02-2020 Secondary Data, 5 

6 University Website  Collaborative Research Projects 20-03-2020 Secondary Data, 6 

7 University Website Business Development & Partnering 20-03-2020 Secondary Data, 7 

8 University Website  Open Access 20-03-2020 Secondary Data, 8 

9 University Website Support to engage with external 
Parties 

20-03-2020 Secondary Data, 9 

10 University Website Networking Events 20-03-2020 Secondary Data, 10 

11 University Website Strategic Plan 20-03-2020 Secondary Data, 11 

12 University Website Trainings and Events Open Access 20-03-2020 Secondary Data, 12 

13 University Website Intellectual Property 20-03-2020 Secondary Data, 13 

14 University Website  Data Management 20-03-2020 Secondary Data, 14 

15 University Website Open Access Database 20-03-2020 Secondary Data, 15 

16 University Website Open Science and FAIR Data 20-03-2020 Secondary Data, 16 

17 University Website Trainings to publish Open Access 20-03-2020 Secondary Data, 17 

18 University Website Workshops and Events 20-03-2020 Secondary Data, 18 

19 University Website Research Data Management Guide 20-03-2020 Secondary Data, 19 

20 University Website Open Access 20-03-2020 Secondary Data, 20 

21 University Website Trainings for Collaboration 20-03-2020 Secondary Data, 21 

22 University Website Open Access 20-03-2020 Secondary Data, 22 

23 Research Organisation Open Access 20-03-2020 Secondary Data, 23 
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Website  

24 IMI Website Final Project Report 15-02-2020 Secondary Data, 24 

25 IMI Website Final Project Report 15-02-2020 Secondary Data, 25 

26 Project Website Final Project Report 15-02-2020 Secondary Data, 26 

Source: Authors’ own representation (2020) 

 
Complementary to the use of secondary data, the multiple case study is based on the collection 

of primary, qualitative data by conducting 17 semi-structured interviews. The data collected 

during the interviews is tailored and specifically generated in regard to the research topic. As 

multiple and diverse data sources are used, triangulation can be increased, leading to an 

enhanced reliability and validity of the research study (Huberman & Miles, 2002). Thereby, 

a profound and critical analysis can be performed. 

3.2.3.1 Interview Guide Design and Interview Process  

Design. Based on the findings of the literature review, an interview guide is designed to 

provide guidance and consistency during the execution of a larger amount of interviews (Bell 

et al., 2018; Saunders et al., 2019). The design of an interview guide is a prerequisite for the 

conduct of multiple case study interviews to ensure rigor, transparency and reliability (Yin, 

2014). The authors aim for a high degree of flexibility in the design structure, which is in line 

with the exploratory nature of the research study (Saunders et al., 2019). For instance, the 

interview guide is adapted when novel insights are discovered during the interview process 

by adding additional questions for subsequent interviews. This allows the authors to enlarge 

the interview guide based on newly explored information.  

By the virtue of the semi-structured nature of the interviews, the possibility to ask further 

clarifying questions is provided in order to avoid unclear meanings and unintended 

interpretations. This can also lead to the discussion of other important areas and factors, which 

might not be considered in advance. In addition, the interview guide mainly consists of open 

questions to receive extensive answers from the interviewees. If more precise information is 

needed, specific and closed questions are used (Saunders et al., 2019). 
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The interview guide is structured along five sections, which focus on project-related data and 

are consistent among all interviewees. The interview starts with a short introduction of the 

authors, the research project, the aim of the interview and the guarantee of confidentiality. 

Second, the interviewees are asked general questions about organisational design factors 

facilitating or hampering transdisciplinary research on a project, institutional and ecosystem 

level. Third, the interviewees are specifically asked about each determined organisational 

design factor of the theoretical framework. For interviewees with a public research institute 

background, the third section is extended by adding questions on organisational design factors 

facilitating or hindering transdisciplinary research on an institutional level. The initial 

questions are followed by several sub-questions, aiming to cover all sub-elements of each 

respective organisational design factor. Fourth, the validation and exploration of factors is 

conducted by showing the interviewees the theoretical framework and asking them to 

validate, comment and extend it. Thereby, the interviewees are also asked about potential 

missing factors, which they want to share with the interviewers. The respective interview 

guides are displayed in Appendix B. 

Process. In order to ensure insightful interviews, the participants always receive the interview 

guide prior to the meeting. This approach leads to more structured and in-depth answers due 

to sufficient preparation time. As the interviewees are scattered throughout Europe, the 

interviews are internet-mediated and carried out through the video-telecommunication 

applications Skype, Zoom or Microsoft Teams in order to span the distance. The interviews 

are conducted in English and by both researchers to keep interview biases to a minimum 

(Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff, 2003). All interviews were performed in March 

2020 and their duration varies between 25 and 65 minutes. Therefore, the time horizon of the 

research project is cross-sectional as the phenomenon is studied at a specific point in time 

(Saunders et al., 2019). The interviews are all audio-taped and transcribed. 

All interviews commence with the same introduction. The interviewers introduce themselves 

and present the research topic in order to establish an open and communicative atmosphere, 

where no right or wrong answers exist. Further, information on the goal of the interview is 

given and the permission to record the interview is obtained. To enable an open and honest 
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exchange free from response bias, the interviewers guarantee that all interviews are treated 

confidentially and allow any questions the interviewee has about the interview (Saunders et 

al., 2019). 

During the interview, one interviewer takes the moderating role, while the other one takes 

detailed notes and only interrupts if interposed questions seem promising based on the 

development of the interview. Throughout the interview, the interviewers aim to avoid 

academic jargon, abbreviations or general slang in order to ensure a comprehensible and 

precise communication (Bell et al., 2018). 

In the end, some clarifying questions can be asked and the interviewers thank the interviewee 

again for their participation and express their gratitude. A one-hour reflective discussion is 

performed by the researchers afterwards as suggested by Saunders et al. (2019) to capture 

important thoughts and insights immediately after the interview. 

3.2.3.2 Interview Partners 

For each case, the researchers select multiple interviewees based on their professional 

background and their project role. To ensure a comprehensive view on the project and to cover 

a wide range of participating parties of the project, at least two different stakeholder groups 

of each project are interviewed. In addition, the authors strive for having an equal distribution 

among the different stakeholder groups, namely corporate, academic, patient organisation and 

public body representatives, resulting in a reasonable total number of 17 interviews. However, 

due to the accessibility of interviewees and the limited time frame, some cases received more 

attention through the conduct of more interviews than others. 

By interviewing the public research organisation representatives, insights into the project as 

well as the institutional perspective on organisational design factors for transdisciplinary 

research are gathered. Additionally, the interviews with corporate and patient organisation 

representatives complement the data to ensure an in-depth and reliable analysis with a 360-

degree view on the units of analysis. Thus, all interviewees reflect diverse perspectives on the 

research topic. At least three interviews are conducted per case in order to avoid a single 

informant bias. The interviewees’ characteristics are listed in Table 4. 
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Table 4 
Description of Interviewee Sample 

No. IMI 
Case  

Project Role Stakeholder 
Group 

Duration 
of 
Interview 

Country Gender Abbreviation in 
Text 

1 Case A Project 
Manager 

Corporate 45 min Netherlands Male Corp, Interview 1 

2 Case A Public 
Research 
Representative 

University 62 min United Kingdom Male Acad, Interview 2 

3 Case A Patient 
Organisation 
Representative  

Patient 
Organisation 

25 min France Male PatO, Interview 3 

4 Case B Project 
Coordinator 

Corporate 57 min United Kingdom Male Corp, Interview 4 

5 Case B Project 
Coordinator  

Research 
Organisation 

65 min Germany Male Acad, Interview 5 

6 Case B Public 
Research 
Representative 

University 44 min Luxembourg Male Acad, Interview 6 

7 Case B Public 
Research 
Representative 

University 63 min Germany Male Acad, Interview 7 

8 Case C Project 
Coordinator  

Corporate 52 min Belgium Male Corp, Interview 8 

9 Case C Project 
Coordinator  

University 25 min United Kingdom Male Acad, Interview 9 

10 Case C Public 
Research 
Representative 

University 55 min Netherlands Male Acad, Interview 10 

11 Case D Project 
Coordinator  

Corporate 44 min Switzerland Male Corp, Interview 11 

12 Case D Public 
Research 
Representative 

University 46 min United Kingdom Female Acad, Interview 12 

13 Case D Public 
Research 
Representative 

University 50 min Netherlands Male Acad, Interview 13 

14 Case E Project 
Coordinator  

Corporate 52 min Switzerland Male Corp, Interview 14 

15 Case E Public Body Public Body 43 min United Kingdom Male Publ, Interview 15 
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Representative 

16 Case E Public 
Research 
Representative 

Patient 
Organisation 

54 min France Male PatO, Interview 16 

17 Case E Public 
Research 
Representative 

University 43 min Netherlands Female Acad, Interview 17 

Note: Acad = Academic, Corp = Corporate, PatO = Patient Organisation, Publ = Public Body 
Source: Author’s own representation (2020) 

3.3 Data Analysis Process 

All interviews are fully and literally transcribed with a high degree of accuracy, resulting in 

213 pages of material. During the process of data cleaning, transfer errors are corrected by 

listening to the audio files after completion of a first draft of transcriptions (Saunders et al., 

2019). For the data analysis, the computer-based program f4analyse is used to develop a 

coding system for the text-based analysis. The authors follow a thematic analysis approach to 

analyse the gathered qualitative data as suggested by Saunders et al. (2019). 

At the first stage, the authors intensively read through the data set after transcribing the 

interviews to become familiar with the material. Hereby, occurring topics and their individual 

aspects are identified for each interview transcript to determine the analytical categories. It is 

essential to consider that more than one topic or aspect can be mentioned in one interview 

section, while at the same time not every topic or aspect need to be identified in every 

interview. Due to the nature of semi-structured interviews with open questions, vital topics 

might not be found directly in relation to the respective question. 

At the second stage, the identified analytical categories are consolidated into a coding guide 

including detailed definitions of the respective categories and sub-elements, derived from the 

prior developed theoretical framework. It is ensured that the descriptions of the categories are 

defined in a distinctive manner in order to avoid overlap. In total, the codes for organisational 

design factors are ascribed to 12 distinct categories containing 33 sub-elements. Thereby, the 

codes are further divided into the project and institutional level. A summary of the coding 

scheme is presented in Appendix C. 
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At the third stage, all interviews are subsequently coded with the aid of the coding guide. 

Coding relates to the activity of assigning specific interview sections of the transcript to one 

or more categories, which are most suitable to the passages (Saunders et al., 2019; Schmidt, 

2004). By following a deductive-inductive approach, the list of prior codes is enriched by 

newly identified categories and sub-elements to explore novel insights, discovered in the 

material (Saunders et al., 2019). During this process, the quantity of data is reduced to obtain 

a better overview of the information and to improve the comparability of different interviews 

in the later stage. In fact, the authors initially conduct open coding by assigning the interview 

phrases to more general labels and afterwards create sub-categories in the sense of axial 

coding (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). This process allows the constant review and refinement of 

the categories, their relevance for answering the research question as well as their description 

in the coding guide (Bell et al., 2018). In order to apply consensual coding, all interviews are 

coded by both researchers independently in the first place. In the following, a comparison of 

codes and discussion of discrepancies is undertaken to achieve mutual agreement on the 

coding. 

At the fourth stage, the frequency of the categories and their sub-elements is quantified based 

on the results of coding to obtain an overview of distributions (see Appendix D). The coding 

results from the interviews are then compared to identify common patterns and relationships 

(Schmidt, 2004). 

4. Empirical Results on Organisational Design Factors Enabling Transdisciplinary 

Research 

In the following, the results of the qualitative analysis are presented. To address the research 

question, the organisational design factors of the theoretical framework are validated, adapted 

and extended in the context of transdisciplinary research. 

Based on the conducted interviews, a general, clear trend towards openness and 

transdisciplinarity can be observed (Acad, Interview 12; Acad, Interview 13; Secondary Data, 

24). By collaborating with different disciplines and sharing scientific results with the broader 

community, the interviewees confirm the advantages of open and collaborative research. 
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These are, among others, higher impact due to joint forces and larger data packages as well 

as greater “accuracy, reproducibility and robustness of science” (Acad, Interview 12; Acad, 

Interview 6; Corp, Interview 11; Acad, Interview 13). 

4.1 Structure and Processes Enabling Transdisciplinary Research 

4.1.1 Institutional Level of Public Research Organisations 

Generally speaking, “the better [the academic participants] organise themselves in being able 

to tap European funding streams, the more benefits [...] they can get out of it” (Corp, Interview 

8). Regarding appropriate structures and processes of the respective research institutes, the 

assessment of the interviewees differs. Some informants mention that their public research 

institute’s structure is generally enabling open and collaborative research (Acad, Interview 2; 

Acad, Interview 16), whereas another one states that (s)he does not notice any structures or 

processes supporting academics in transdisciplinary research (Acad, Interview 12). 

The dominance of matrix organisations as a factor for enabling transdisciplinary research 

could not be validated within the interviews. The organisations rather consist of independent 

institutes, resulting in silos, insular perspectives and competition with “a substantial lack of 

fostering discourse and strategy across the entire organisation” (Acad, Interview 5). This leads 

in turn also to unclear responsibilities, overlaps and overly complicated processes (Acad, 

Interview 2; Acad, Interview 5). 

Most of the interviewees state that their research institutes and departments are based on 

interdisciplinary research and offers a variety of cross-disciplinary interfaces in order to 

congregate a mix of researchers and to facilitate exchange. Only two participants mention that 

their research institutes do not facilitate exchange between different disciplines (Acad, 

Interview 7; Acad, Interview 12). This leads to researchers remaining tied to their specific 

discipline. The design of the respective interfaces ranges from interdisciplinary institutes with 

own budgets and higher flexibility over joint internal projects, cross-institutional or  

-departmental cooperation to a diversity of disciplines within single departments (Acad, 

Interview 6; Acad, Interview 10; Acad, Interview 17). Some of these cross-functional 

interfaces have limits as the interaction often does not extend beyond departments (Acad, 
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Interview 2). Also, more temporary interfaces between disciplines are pointed out. 

Interviewees mention meetings and lectures for multiple departments and disciplines, such as 

“physics meets biology”, to enhance the interaction (Acad, Interview 6). Thereby, the 

researchers get a cross-pollination of ideas and opinions. One interviewee states, however, 

that “at some point, you also have to have limits because [they are] already so 

multidisciplinary and so wide spread [that] there is almost a danger to spread yourself too 

thin” (Acad, Interview 12).  

After embedding cross-functional interfaces into the organisational structure, “the art is to 

make them talk to each other and work with each other” (Acad, Interview 15). That can be 

“hard work sometimes because you have to learn the language of the other” (Acad, Interview 

6). Hereby, it seems to be useful to have a T-Man, who acts as a mediator, understanding both 

sides and explaining who is doing what (Acad, Interview 6). This front-facing person is also 

inevitable for the collaboration in transdisciplinary projects since (s)he has a comprehensive 

background in a certain research topic but also the ability to translate, for instance, between 

“scientists and engineers” (Acad, Interview 12). 

Besides the T-Man, various other specific organisational roles and units support researchers 

in successfully obtaining and managing their participation in transdisciplinary projects. This 

support is “really key because if you have to do this as an individual, not only is it a huge 

amount of extra knowledge that you need, but it is a phenomenal amount of time” (Acad, 

Interview 2). Knowledge brokers set up contacts between the research institutes and the 

external environment to set the course for engaging in open and collaborative research 

projects (Acad, Interview 2; Acad, Interview 5). However, most of the interviewed academics 

prefer to use their own networks to directly talk to the parties of interest or are approached 

specifically by external parties. Moreover, more experienced, professional project and 

financial managers support the academics in non-scientific aspects of transdisciplinary 

projects (Acad, Interview 5; Acad, Interview 13; Acad, Interview 17). The interviewees get 

further support from grant officers, personal assistants, data management consultants and 

business development professionals in managing their participation in such projects (Acad, 

Interview 6; Acad, Interview 13; Secondary Data, 6, 14). One interviewee states that his/her 
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research institute has appointed an open access officer to promote the movement towards 

openness and reproducibility in science (Acad, Interview 17). 

Besides specific organisational roles, also whole units facilitate the participation of academics 

in collaborative research consortia. Nowadays, having a TTO is highly common in academic 

institutions. However, these offices are often rather about IP conservation and fund generation 

than open innovation and thus, are perceived as destructive from the corporate partners when 

setting up collaborations (Corp, Interview 4). Additionally, business development offices, 

program management offices, grant offices and professional legal and finance departments 

are very helpful in the initial phase of collaborative projects due to the heavy contractual, 

financial and managerial obligation as mentioned by academic and corporate interviewees. 

Some institutes have established offices for research data, knowledge exchange or open 

science to stimulate openness, but their role is sometimes not clearly communicated within 

the organisation (Secondary Data, 6, 7, 14; Acad, Interview 17). 

Regarding knowledge management systems and data handling, the research institutes have or 

are trying to set up shared open science databases or virtual research workspaces. Thereby, 

they focus on data integration while following the Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and 

Reusable (FAIR) data principles and controlling for data manipulation. Even though “the data 

and research setting are often rather temporary and grant funding based” (Acad, Interview 2), 

effort is invested to focus on the reproducibility of science and sustainability of data after the 

projects end (Acad, Interview 6). In order to share the data also externally, most of the 

participating research institutes have an open access policy. Ensuring that the generated data 

can leave the firewalls of the institution is critical when participating in collaborative research 

projects (Acad, Interview 5). Moreover, various tools and dissemination activities support 

academics to organise further knowledge sharing (Acad, Interview 2; Acad, Interview 6; 

Secondary Data, 8, 15, 20, 22, 23). Being highly capable in data management and data 

integration can be the entry point for research institutes to participate in collaborative research 

consortia (Corp, Interview 4; Acad, Interview 6). 

Besides having a single database to coordinate the data of different research streams, multiple 

coordination mechanisms exist to facilitate the exchange between researchers. Most common 
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are regular meetings on different organisational levels to discuss cross-disciplinary topics, 

brainstorm for collaborations, present new methods and share updates on current research 

projects. However, there is oftentimes “no mechanism or opportunity to actually discuss an 

individual project other than because it is of interest to somebody in particular” (Acad, 

Interview 10). Furthermore, informative meetings, focussing on European grants, workshops 

with external participants, executive committees and cross-departmental lunchtime meetings, 

are mentioned by the interviewees to facilitate exchange and coordination. Regarding the 

coordination of individual projects, interviewees state that the department structure is adapted 

in a flexible manner depending on the project phase and respective workload (Acad, Interview 

7). Simultaneously, the projects are embedded into the research lines of the departments 

(Acad, Interview 10). Other interviewees, however, mention “a high degree of parallelism in 

institutes” and “a lack of coordination” across departments (Acad, Interview 5; Acad, 

Interview 9). 

In order to minimise these organisational flaws, lots of internal opportunities and mechanisms 

besides cross-disciplinary meetings, webinars and talks exist to help connect researchers and 

facilitate communication. For instance, information sharing through regular newsletters or 

intranets, where information about the latest research updates, funding goals, opportunities 

for collaboration and upcoming relevant workshops is presented, are common practices. One 

informant also mentions posts about the “open access publication of the week” on the intranet 

websites and an open science blog (Acad, Interview 17). Information on collaborations and 

open science can also be found on the publicly accessible research institute websites 

(Secondary Data, 9, 10, 15). Thereby, the research institutes promote cross-disciplinary 

collaboration and working with external parties by using internal and external 

communication. To share and disseminate research results with the broader scientific 

community and society, additional blogs, social media accounts and guest lectures are set up 

(Acad, Interview 13). Further, interviewees point out that open discussions about ongoing and 

successfully completed transdisciplinary projects raise awareness within the research 

institutes for such projects (Acad, Interview 5; Acad, Interview 13; Acad, Interview 17). 
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On the individual level, the daily communication mainly circulates around adjacent or closely 

located offices, where personal contact and face-to-face interaction is easily feasible. In that 

sense, it is often perceived as easier to come together within departments than across 

institutes. One interviewee criticises that the research organisations do “way too little to 

mediate and foster a discourse across different institutes” (Acad, Interview 5). Independent 

groups exist and the interaction between researchers participating in transdisciplinary projects 

and those engaging in more traditional research is sometimes scarce (Acad, Interview 5; Acad, 

Interview 7; Acad, Interview 12). In the same line, one informant states that (s)he “talk(s) 

more often with colleagues in Paris or in Nijmegen or in America than with other people in 

[his/her] institute” (Acad, Interview 12).  

With respect to the delegation of decision rights and the general autonomy of academics, the 

academic freedom is highly prominent. Only decisions regarding the scientific strategy and 

large organisational topics are made on a higher level of the organisation, which need to be 

followed by the researchers. Within that frame, the practical decisions in terms of partner 

selection or the implementation of collaborations, budgeting and hiring for research areas are 

made by smaller teams and leading, individual researchers. Hence, “in which way research 

develops is very much dependent on the success of individual researchers” (Acad, Interview 

10). This leads in turn to organisations, where the individual employee is more important than 

the institute as a whole (Corp, Interview 8). Especially in the German academic system, “the 

power is with the individual professor”, highlighting the large autonomy of academic groups 

(Acad, Interview 7). 

However, one interviewee states that his/her research institute also requires participation in 

an overall university-wide research project to engage employees from different disciplines 

(Acad, Interview 6). In contrast, other interviewees mention that forcing people into specific 

projects does not lead to success and would actually be seen as an “encroachment” upon the 

academic freedom (Acad, Interview 5; Acad, Interview 7). Nevertheless, getting challenged 

by being forced to participate in a cross-disciplinary project and successfully managing it can 

also lead to higher self-confidence (Acad, Interview 5). 
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Even though most of the participants appreciate working autonomously and independently, 

one interviewee states that it also poses some difficulties. In fact, a high degree of autonomy 

from the research institute's side can also result in a lack of guidance. This is especially crucial 

if one faces all kinds of managerial obstacles during a transdisciplinary project while being 

hold accountable (Acad, Interview 13). 

4.1.2 Project Level 

Collaborating in a transdisciplinary project with various stakeholders from around the world 

requires a tighter and more formalised organizational structure compared to being at the same 

place and within the same institution (Acad, Interview 6). Accordingly, a matrix structure 

allows the project team to work highly functional through various interfaces. However, this 

also poses a risk for over-complicated meeting structures and an enhanced ambiguity of 

responsibilities (Corp, Interview 14; Corp, Interview 1). Particularly, academics might have 

difficulties in “understanding the complexity of leading cross-functional projects with a 

matrix organization” due to the absence of respective experience or trainings (Corp, Interview 

4). Regular participation in projects with people from different disciplines fosters the 

appreciation of not only matrix structures but also cross-functional interfaces and avoids 

academics to remain tied to their respective discipline (Acad, Interview 7). Interactions across 

work packages allow the participants to establish contacts and exchange with other 

researchers from the academic as well as the corporate world (Acad, Interview 7; Corp, 

Interview 4). In fact, all interviewees confirm that cross-functional efforts are key to the 

progress and the success of the projects. 

Further, most participants agree that efficient knowledge management systems as well as 

adequate data handling is critical in order to safely exchange and store documents. The 

longevity of project data is often “baked into the project”, when certain stakeholders bring 

strong data management skills along (Corp, Interview 4). A data management plan or policy 

helps fostering common understanding about who generates and owns the data, how to share 

this data, what information is treated as a priori data and how the project data is stored during 

and after the project (Corp, Interview 1; Acad, Interview 5; Acad, Interview 7). This is 

fundamental when using or generating publicly available data according to the FAIR 
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principles and also to avoid “bad or non-accessible data” from participating parties (Acad, 

Interview 5; Corp, Interview 1; Secondary Data, 24). Especially the handling with patient-

level data stresses the importance of data privacy and sometimes involves support of legal 

partners and the definition of specific access rights (Corp, Interview 4; Secondary Data, 24). 

Most interviewees mention that an IT-based knowledge management system, such as 

SharePoint, project websites or other cloud-based electronic platforms, is used to facilitate 

knowledge sharing, transfer and storage. These systems are helpful for collecting all 

information in a single database and to ensure long-term data preservation. To strengthen the 

latter, some projects collaborate with third parties in order to make data available after the 

termination of the project (Corp, Interview 4; Corp, Interview 8; Secondary Data, 24, 25). 

Project participants of Case B recommend the creation of standard templates for sharing data 

from the start of transdisciplinary research projects and wish for a recommended sharing 

platform from IMI’s side (Secondary Data, 24). 

Some interviewees state that the creation of a single database is time-consuming, can get 

overloaded and should only be used for collaboratively generated and aggregated research 

data (Acad, Interview 12; Acad, Interview 7; Corp, Interview 8). Accordingly, already 

existing data needs to remain with the partner that brought it to the consortium to ensure 

patient privacy (Corp, Interview 1; PatO, Interview 16; Acad, Interview 10). Another big 

challenge for transdisciplinary research projects is that members often do not want to share 

their valuable data either due to the general reluctance from pharmaceutical companies or the 

fear of academics that “they do something wrong”. The latter holds especially true in General 

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)-related issues (Acad, Interview 6; Acad, Interview 7). In 

all projects, patient-sensitive information is used, which cannot be easily shared in an open 

access manner as it refers to personal, raw and unprocessed data. Therefore, this data cannot 

be used immediately and makes it also difficult for initially not involved parties to join the 

projects at a later stage (Acad, Interview 12; PatO, Interview 16). 

Regarding the coordination of the various parties, all interviewees agree that the mandatory 

kick-off session is essential to get to know all project participants in a trusted environment 

and to align expectations. In addition, a clearly written partnership agreement or detailed work 
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plan is the basis for describing the involvement of the various partners, the project structure, 

responsibilities, goals and risks (Corp, Interview 8; Publ, Interview 15; Corp, Interview 11; 

Secondary Data, 26). Creating and respecting the detailed work plan can be quite challenging 

as one “cannot plan science from minute to minute” (Acad, Interview 13). In addition, 

contractual agreements hamper data exchange, overcomplicate processes and consequently 

slow progress down (Acad, Interview 2; Acad, Interview 6; Acad, Interview 9). In that regard, 

project participants from Case B stress again the creation of standard project agreement 

templates from IMI’s side to guarantee that all critical points are included and 

misunderstandings are eliminated (Secondary Data, 24). 

Besides kicking off the project, most interviewees state that general assemblies are used as an 

opportunity to pull everyone together, present results and provide space for social interactions 

and team building. Yet, one project member criticises the low frequency and duration of the 

general assembly meetings as they are the only possibility to benefit from face-to-face 

communication (PatO, Interview 16). Contrarily, two other interviewees state that the all-

consortium meetings require a high degree of logistical and financial effort from the team 

member’s side as they require a lot of travelling (Acad, Interview 6; Corp, Interview 8). 

Nevertheless, effective coordination is particularly fundamental in big transdisciplinary 

research projects and its absence results in the fact that “the kid goes crazy” (Acad, Interview 

6; Acad, Interview 10). Here, a single database for knowledge exchange facilitates 

coordination, especially when the parties work from a distance and still need to work on the 

same document (Acad, Interview 7). 

Besides a well-coordinated project team, all informants highlight the importance of a clear 

and open communication. Interviewees from all cases name the usage of a variety of 

communication tools, such as e-mail correspondence, regular teleconferences and meetings, 

newsletters, workshops and open forums. Face-to-face meetings are, however, perceived as 

the most valuable communication tool and are missed in a regular frequency by most 

interviewees. One team member states that these meetings are highly important as everyone 

works from a distance, so one “really has to make the face-to-face meeting count” through 

careful preparation (Corp, Interview 1; Publ, Interview 15). Meetings are arranged to address 
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complex topics, accelerate decision-making and are “a big part of success” (Acad, Interview 

13; Acad, Interview 2; Publ, Interview 15). The project team from Case B even rotates the 

location of face-to-face meetings based on the origin of the participants, which allows the 

consortium to dive deeper into specific research areas and to enhance team building 

(Secondary Data, 24). 

Clear communication is also important for conflict management and the identification of 

different interpretations and assumptions on certain topics (Corp, Interview 4; PatO, Interview 

3; Acad, Interview 5). In that sense, one interviewee states that the success of their conflict 

management is based on making issues as specific as possible rather than discussing them in 

general terms (Acad, Interview 10). A common understanding to align the diverging 

assumptions up-front is achieved by face-to-face meetings (Corp, Interview 8). In fact, one 

interviewee states that “some people were quite focused on very specific areas and so it was 

important they understood the context of the wider project” (Publ, Interview 15). 

With respect to decision-making, the delegation of decision rights is vital “because it is hard 

to fully grasp the entirety of a project” (Corp, Interview 4). Indeed, some project members 

highlight that their project team emphasises the delegation of responsibilities and authority 

with the possibility to ask for advice from work package leaders, if no agreement is reached 

at the lower level (Acad, Interview 2; Publ, Interview 15; Corp, Interview 14). One informant 

indicates that it is important not to delegate into an “isolated island” in order to ensure the 

adherence of shared goals (Corp, Interview 4). Still, autonomy and the corresponding freedom 

have to be guaranteed, which is especially vital for academics in order to continue with their 

research (Publ, Interview 15). IMI seems to create such autonomy by being quite flexible in 

terms of delivering results at a precise date and by rather focussing on the quality of the 

outcomes (Publ, Interview 15). However, large research projects involve many different 

stakeholders and require a close monitoring of activities, which should be kept in balance 

with the necessary flexibility of these big consortia (Secondary Data, 24). 

Transdisciplinary research projects also require efficient project management by the project 

coordinator, who is responsible for tracking the achievement of deliverables, ensuring 

everyone is working together, translating between work streams and closely interacting with 
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the steering committee or governance board. The latter consists of the work package leaders, 

which are representatives from all stakeholder groups. The work package leaders are 

responsible for discussing cross-topical interactions and for reporting back to the project 

coordinator (Corp, Interview 1; Corp, Interview 8). Some project teams hire a professional 

project coordinator or whole project management offices from outside to keep track of the 

financials and reporting (Acad, Interview 5; Acad, Interview 6; Acad, Interview 13). These 

offices assist in communicating with the EU since “you need people, who speak the formal 

language of the EU” (Acad, Interview 13). 

The work package structure and deliverables are already described in the project call from 

day one with a strong influence from the industry partners (Acad, Interview 5; Corp, Interview 

5). As the work package structure allows for generating high profile publication and 

delivering first deliverables already in the beginning of such projects, the motivation reaches 

a peak shortly after project start (Acad, Interview 12; Corp, Interview 14). These short-term 

achievements start a sort of “hype cycle” in collaborative projects (Acad, Interview 5). 

Further, one interviewee mentions that the work package structure rather “suits a linear series 

of events, but it was actually going to be executed in parallel” (Corp, Interview 4). The number 

of work packages varies from case to case, between three to sixteen depending on the size 

and budget of the project. All cases include a project management stream and often also a 

dedicated work package for data management, legal and ethical affairs and/or sustainability. 

Further, every work package is co-led by an academic and an industry lead, possibly also by 

patient or regulatory representatives. One interviewee even states that a co-leadership from 

academia and industry “can pull things together and is the main thing” (Acad, Interview 10). 

With respect to monitoring deliverables, project members from Case B stress the absence of 

a “consequential component” if one project participant regularly misses result delivery (Corp, 

Interview 4; Acad, Interview 5). The only existing option for dealing with such behaviour is 

to kick a partner out, which strengthens the need for a “model of punishment” (Acad, 

Interview 5; Corp, Interview 4). The latter might also reinforce the feeling of accountability 

and push towards thought-through decisions. As described by one interviewee, all partners in 

his/her project “spent the money like it was their own personal money” (Corp, Interview 14). 
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4.2 Culture Enabling Transdisciplinary Research 

4.2.1 Institutional Level of Public Research Organisations 

The majority of interviewees agrees that the most important factor for a successful open 

collaboration is culture. Some public research organisations foster their cultural orientation 

towards openness and collaboration more than others. One university incorporates the 

establishment of an innovation-facilitating and collaborative culture within their strategic plan 

as well as actively stimulates and supports interdisciplinary collaborations (Secondary Data, 

6 11). This is also reflected by two interviewees, who confirm that this specific university is 

strongly open towards cross-disciplinary collaborations across departments and across 

institutional boundaries (Acad, Interview 2; Acad, Interview 9). In addition, the project 

participants of two other universities also stress the increased general attention towards open 

science, which stimulates the development of freely available data used for reusage, 

reproduction and redistribution (Acad, Interview 17; Acad, Interview 6; Secondary Data, 16). 

This can be facilitated by the application of the FAIR principles and by the definition of a 

clear institutional goal that, for instance, “next year already 100 percent, so all [the] 

publications should at least be open access” (Acad, Interview 17). 

As one interviewee describes that the overall culture of his/her university is “being ambitious, 

being competitive but also supportive”, it becomes evident that competition among academics 

is an omnipresent hidden tension (Acad, Interview 13). For instance, more traditionally 

oriented professors make it difficult for researchers to escape the “professional ivory towers” 

and to become really comfortable in sharing data (Corp, Interview 4; Corp, Interview 11; 

Publ, Interview 15). Even though cross-disciplinary collaborations within the universities’ 

borders are supported, the concrete step in the direction of knowledge sharing with potential 

external partners turns out to be a hurdle (Corp, Interview 11). One interviewee states that it 

is nearly impossible to collaborate with academics as research competition and the need to 

publish before anyone else is academics’ “bread and butter” (Corp, Interview 4). Another 

referent describes an “academic arrogance” towards corporate partners by thinking “you are 

from industry, we do not trust you” (Corp, Interview 14). In fact, this competitive environment 

not only plays a role in the collaboration with external parties but also within the institution. 
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This leads to the fact that it is sometimes easier to collaborate in an international environment 

than with own colleagues. Due to the absence of an institutional sharing culture, it might result 

in the academics’ tendency to rather build coalitions around the world than within the own 

organisation (Acad, Interview 10). Therefore, public research organisations have to promote 

academics in sharing data, especially for complex exercises, as they are apparently not as used 

to it as corporates (Corp, Interview 11). Otherwise, academic groups in transdisciplinary 

research projects remain to work more independently also due to the discreteness of their 

research area (Publ, Interview 15). 

Further, knowledge sharing across departments seems to be hampered by the lack of social 

interaction on the institutional level as one interviewee mentions that “at [anonymised 

research institute], everybody has super nice lunches together, but we do not have this” (Acad, 

Interview 12). The regular participation in transdisciplinary research projects and the 

emphasis on creating international teams within departments might be a chance for academics 

to step “out of their normal comfort zone” and to encourage an open knowledge sharing 

culture (Acad, Interview 5; Acad, Interview 7; Acad, Interview 13). With respect to national 

differences in the participation in those transdisciplinary projects, two interviewees highlight 

that “many academics, certainly in Germany, are ambivalent […] of embracing such projects” 

(Acad, Interview 7; Acad, Interview 5). 

Based on the conducted interviews, one cannot identify any tendency towards the application 

of common rules, values, norms or beliefs in the direction of open collaboration from the 

public research organisations’ side. Some professors even resent when the university tells 

them what to do. This triggers the assumption of solely following open principles “simply 

because one is paid for it” (Acad, Interview 7). Nevertheless, it is important to highlight 

values, norms and beliefs at an individual level as the researcher needs to have the impetus 

from inside to push for open collaboration (Acad, Interview 7). 

With respect to target and goal setting on the institutional level, all interviewees with an 

academic background describe a typical top down approach. University-wide targets are 

decided by the board, but with the possibility for professors or head of departments to set their 

own goals. One can identify that highly open and collaborative cultures are lived within 
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universities, which allow target setting on a departmental or lower level (Acad, Interview 2). 

Public research organisations, on the other hand, lacking a cultural orientation towards 

openness and opportunity for knowledge exchange tend to be less transparent in target and 

goal setting (Acad, Interview 12). 

4.2.2 Project Level 

The culture within transdisciplinary projects is often considered as the most important factor 

for a successful collaboration. Open and collaborative projects, which include third parties 

and patient organisations, are characterised by a different atmosphere and culture in 

comparison to more classical research projects (Corp, Interview 1). By bringing different 

stakeholder groups together and thereby also disparate skill sets, the cultural orientation and 

attributes of participants vary leading to a “clash of cultures” (Corp, Interview 11). The 

cultural differences manifest in communication barriers, opposing opinions and approaches, 

which can result in “significantly different islands” and “polarised sets of communities” 

within these projects (Corp, Interview 4). 

In particular, three different types of cultural conflicts can be observed. First, the cultural 

clash between industry and academic partners is present in most IMI projects due to different 

underlying incentives and motivations. Second, the distinct types of researchers have different 

cultures, which can lead to conceptual barriers as well as very different opinions and thought 

lines (Corp, Interview 8; Acad, Interview 10; Secondary Data, 24). Third, also intercultural 

differences in terms of geographical origins can be prevalent in international research 

consortia (Acad, Interview 12). The interviewees perceive it as very challenging to align the 

respective cultures and to bring the different world views together (Corp, Interview 4; 

Secondary Data, 24). Thus, “it takes some time before you begin to appreciate their world and 

before they appreciate your world” (Acad, Interview 10). Despite the challenges stemming 

from diverse cultures, “having these different cultures within the project [is] actually a 

richness” as one interviewee highlights (Corp, Interview 8). 

After overcoming the initial cultural obstacles, the project teams create an open environment, 

where transparency, free exchange of ideas and open discussions are prevalent. The culture is 
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shaped by several values, beliefs and norms of the participants. It seems highly relevant to 

build a trustful environment as “once trust is created, [...] everything can be solved in the 

future” (PatO, Interview 3). The importance of trust and mutual respect among the project 

partners is highlighted by most interviewees. For instance, it is stated that “all the partners 

were treated as equal partners” and “nobody was greater than anybody else” (PatO, Interview 

3; Corp, Interview 14). Further, the collaboration in transdisciplinary projects is based on 

good working relationships and people getting along on a personal level, highlighting the 

importance of interpersonal connections (Corp, Interview 1; Acad, Interview 7; Acad, 

Interview 13). Participants’ willingness to work together, also with competitors, and to get to 

know other fields of expertise is a premise to join transdisciplinary projects. Thereby, a 

collaborative atmosphere is created within these projects. The spirit of collaboration is 

characterised by information sharing, mutual learning, being supportive and resourcing from 

each partner. The general belief system among interviewees highlights the power of collective 

efforts, which can be verified by statements like “we were all greater than the sum of our 

parts” and “as a group we can achieve something more than we can do as an individual” 

(Corp, Interview 14; Acad, Interview 12). 

However, issues in terms of knowledge and data sharing still remain to be resolved between 

academic and industrial partners (Secondary Data, 24). In Case D, the open science 

component is mainly driven by the industrial partners, convincing other parties to share their 

data, which would not have taken the same initiative by themselves (Acad, Interview 12). 

Moreover, interpersonal differences can be observed as “some people do more things 

collectively and some people [...] are a little bit more interested in their own game” (Acad, 

Interview 12). For instance, one interviewee notes the tribalism and separation between 

individual researchers even in the collaborative setting of an IMI project (Corp, Interview 4). 

The same applies to the motivation and willingness of the participants. Some mention a very 

constructive environment, where there is goodwill, shared willingness and encouragement 

from all different parties to make the project a success (PatO, Interview 3; Corp, Interview 

11; Corp, Interview 14). However, interviewees from Case D and E point out that sometimes 

parties are rather keen to progress their underlying agendas than closely listening to advice 
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that others could give (Acad, Interview 12; Publ, Interview 15; PatO, Interview 16). In the 

same regard, collaborative projects often undergo a “hype cycle” starting with high 

motivation and excitement from all partners in the beginning (Acad, Interview 5). Afterwards, 

the phase of disillusion, sobering and disappointment begins as partners often “sell a vision 

that [they] cannot really match easily in the reality”, leading to the formulation of “coalitions 

of the willing” inside large consortia (Acad, Interview 5). 

Furthermore, all interviewees state that cultural and behavioural norms are not explicitly 

formulated in some sort of ground rules in collaborative projects. They are rather implicitly 

and informally generated based on individuals’ mindsets, human nature, goodwill and the 

projects’ general atmosphere (Corp, Interview 1; PatO, Interview 3). One interviewee 

mentions that it is assumed that the participants understand how to build an open and 

collaborative environment, which is, however, often not the case (Acad, Interview 2). Thus, 

(s)he suggests that there should be “more explicit expectations and guidance as to how people 

should behave within these larger consortia” (Acad, Interview 2). 

In terms of target and goal setting, the followed approach is described as mainly consensus 

based and entails collaborative agreements and definitions of common goals and ambitions. 

The identification of common goals can further stimulate fruitful collaborations beyond the 

initial scope of the project (Secondary Data, 24). Nevertheless, some high-level goals of 

transdisciplinary projects are initially set using a top down approach. These objectives are 

mostly predefined in the project proposal by the EFPIA companies and the IMI office. Yet, 

sharing the end goals among all partners is key for the success of such projects (PatO, 

Interview 3). Even though some partners, especially payers and involved regulators, might 

have doubts about the fundamental project concepts, all parties are willing to collaborate and 

try to find a solution (Corp, Interview 1; Acad, Interview 2). 

One informant mentions that a real overview of what these big and complex projects try to 

achieve is often missing, which “can lead to a loss of motivation if one cannot see how one's 

own little bit is contributing to the whole” (Acad, Interview 7). In the same sense, participants 

frequently criticise that achieving a shared understanding of the objective of collaborative EU 

projects and also sticking to it can be problematic due to different cultural interpretations and 
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assumptions (Corp, Interview 4; Acad, Interview 5; Corp, Interview 8). While some 

individuals think “about the project as a collaborative opportunity, [others think] about it as 

an opportunity to gain funding to do their own research” (Corp, Interview 4). This might be 

caused by different underlying motivations to participate in such projects and diverging 

organisational success measures of the parties. The individual targets range from more 

commercial goals of the industry partners to individual quality- and publication-based outputs 

by the academic and clinical partners (Acad, Interview 7; Corp, Interview 8; Secondary Data, 

24). It seems crucial to have mutual respect and understanding for the different agendas and 

interests to allow for the evolvement of fruitful synergies and a constructive atmosphere 

(Corp, Interview 1; PatO, Interview 16). 

Overall, the culture highly depends on the individuals within the projects and cannot be 

foreseen or programmed (Acad, Interview 7; Acad, Interview 12). Some interviewees state 

that they ultimately solved the above-mentioned cultural issues, whereas other informants 

mention that despite their efforts “the project did not succeed in aligning the different 

cultures” (Corp, Interview 4). One participant suggests a “cultural integration type of day”, 

where a mutual understanding of each other's cultures and incentive systems can be achieved 

in more detail (Corp, Interview 8). Thereby, transdisciplinary teams can reach the performing 

stage faster, resulting in more efficient collaborations (Corp, Interview 8). 

4.3 Incentive and Reward Systems Enabling Transdisciplinary Research on an Institutional Level 

of Public Research Organisations 

Incentive systems represent an essential organisational design factor for project members to 

even consider participating in a collaborative project. However, incentive systems are quite 

diverse from stakeholder to stakeholder. For instance, “the currency in which academia trades 

is different from other partners” (Corp, Interview 1; Corp, Interview 8). Based on the 

conducted interviews with the participating academic parties, one can identify three recurring 

incentives a priori to the project start. 

First, most interviewees mention the opportunity to publish high quality papers as an 

important academic metric. Hence, academics participate in those big projects to be able to 
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publish certain results (Acad, Interview 2; Acad, Interview 5; Secondary Data, 24). One 

interviewee states that this prevalent incentive is problematic since publications result in a by-

product of these collaborative projects. They are generated along the way and do not 

necessarily contribute to the final end goal. (S)he highlights a diverging incentive system 

between academia and industry by stating that “there are different incentives; the long and 

winding roads versus the final objective” (Corp, Interview 8). In general, there seems to be a 

vivid discussion on the importance of publications in academia as some authors even pay the 

journals for publishing their work (Corp, Interview 8; Acad, Interview 7). This implies general 

skepticism on how academics should be measured and incentivized as well as on the quality 

of publications (Corp, Interview 8). 

Second, academics participate in collaborative projects because it offers the possibility to “co-

develop with [other] stakeholder groups that you would normally have no interaction with” 

(Acad, Interview 2). Some interviewees highly value the jointly created culture of openness 

and transparency and the industries’ intention to support the execution of the research agenda 

(Acad, Interview 10; Acad, Interview 2). This is also underlined by the fact that it seems to 

be “very refreshing to work with the pharmaceutical people” (Acad, Interview 7). One 

informant of a research organisation even determines that some of his/her colleagues do not 

publish at all and are satisfied solely by the opportunity to work in a transdisciplinary 

environment (Acad, Interview 5). In contrast, another interviewee argues that “most of these 

EU collaborative projects are not done because people would love to work together, but they 

just want to have the money to do their own research” (Acad, Interview 5). 

This leads to the third mainly mentioned incentive for academics to participate in those big 

transdisciplinary research projects, which is funding money. The main reasons why 

generating funding money is so attractive for academic stakeholders are, first, to be able to do 

the research they want to do, second, to get the possibility to run trials and third, to achieve 

their research goals (Acad, Interview 6; Acad, Interview 12; Corp, Interview 11). External 

funding money seems to be such a predominant incentive that “obviously in academia, that 

makes it difficult for people to commit time” if tasks need to be done after project completion 

when funding is ceased (Publ, Interview 15). However, money from external funding agencies 
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can also promote researchers’ openness “as you do not get funding unless you publish your 

data openly” (Acad, Interview 17). 

Besides predefined and contractually determined incentives, the interviewees mention also 

more personal motivations to participate in transdisciplinary projects. Some project members 

determine the opportunity to deliver the highest quality and to do innovative research as key 

drivers for participating in transdisciplinary collaboration (Acad, Interview 2; Acad, 

Interview 9; PatO, Interview 16). Two interviewees also strongly highlight the personal 

motivation factor by taking individual responsibility for deliverables and the necessary 

accountability (Corp, Interview 4; Acad, Interview 9). Another softer incentive is the 

possibility to raise researchers’ awareness within the public research organisation when 

participating in a successful transdisciplinary project. This can be the basis for salary 

negotiations, might enhance the chance for internal promotion and also increase “visibility in 

the scientific community” (Acad, Interview 7; Corp, Interview 1). In fact, participation in 

transdisciplinary projects leads to “more attention by higher management” but also promotes 

attraction from other institutions (Acad, Interview 5; Acad, Interview 7). 

As incentives influence the partners’ decision to participate in transdisciplinary projects ex 

ante, reward systems are vital for the remuneration ex post. These reward systems greatly 

differ from institute to institute. One interviewee underpins the predominant application of a 

so-called research excellence framework (REF), which is used for assessing the quality of 

academic work. That includes the amount of scientific publications and their impact, resulting 

in the ultimate amount of research funding the scientist receives from central government for 

the next seven years (Acad, Interview 2). Because academics are measured by the number of 

the publications, these become “a bit or too important” (Corp, Interview 8). Correspondingly, 

the interviewee also describes a certain pressure to produce these high-quality papers, which 

holds especially true for more senior investigators. Junior researchers, such as PhDs and 

postdocs, are not directly assessed by REF, leading to less pressure to publish (Acad, 

Interview 2). However, in terms of participation, more senior academics are taking part in 

defining those collaborative projects as they generate a lot of money and hence, involve a 

great degree of responsibility (Corp, Interview 4). 
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Another academic stakeholder states that they are judged based on a transparent metric 

including the ability to raise third party funding, the amount of high impact publications and 

a “mission critical role in projects” (Acad, Interview 5). The latter includes providing 

innovative and disruptive solutions for complex problems and “if somebody saved our butt 

essentially” (Acad, Interview 5). In order to attract external funding some public research 

organisations even have specific monetary reward systems for obtaining third party funding 

(Acad, Interview 5; Acad, Interview 6). For instance, one interviewee describes that “for each 

Euro that you get from the EU, you get a virtual Euro from the [anonymised research 

institute’s] headquarters” (Acad, Interview 5). Another university also offers the opportunity 

for researchers to get money back from the university when participating in these EU projects, 

which “can be substantial” (Acad, Interview 6). 

Interestingly, one interviewee states that his/her institute rewards researchers not solely based 

on the number of publications and third-party funding but also on how much interaction they 

have with other groups of the institute (Acad, Interview 6). This implies the consideration of 

a cross-disciplinary and open component in assessing and rewarding academics, which is also 

highlighted by another informant stating that the “open science component is under 

development” in academic reward systems (Acad, Interview 10). In one specific university, 

this is already ubiquitous as the institute tries to convince scientists of the added value of 

openness and rewards the participation in open science (Acad, Interview 17). 

Although incentive and reward systems are omnipresent in the academic world, many 

interviewees express their deep concern about their general applicability for open and 

collaborative research and question their purpose. One interviewee states that collaboration is 

anyway essential for researching and “is the only way to do science”. Hence, no specific 

incentivisation is needed (Acad, Interview 9). In addition, the university is often not involved 

in sponsoring the project, which makes it difficult to establish a formal structure for rewarding 

participation in external projects from an institutional perspective. One interviewee’s 

suggestion is to encourage transdisciplinary research within the own university first by 

establishing a university prize for successful projects across different disciplines (Acad, 

Interview 7). Here, it has to be mentioned that most arguments apply for incentivising and 
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rewarding the participation of generally collaborative projects. However, some interviewees 

state that there are no specific incentives and rewards for transdisciplinary projects (Acad, 

Interview 13; Acad, Interview 2). Accordingly, one industry stakeholder comments that “the 

academic system is not designed for incentives and rewards” towards open collaboration in 

particular (Corp, Interview 4). 

4.4 Human Resources and Leadership Enabling Transdisciplinary Research 

4.4.1 Institutional Level of Public Research Organisations 

Regarding top management support and leadership, “it is critical that you have the right 

persons in strategic places in an organisation that support the activity and have sufficient 

weight within [an] organisation” (Corp, Interview 1). Having a champion, who is highly keen 

on transdisciplinary projects, has a large impact on the dynamic of whole departments towards 

openness and collaboration as it depends very much on particular personalities (Acad, 

Interview 7; Acad, Interview 12). Thus, it seems beneficial if open and collaborative research 

is a priority in the participating research universities including support from the dean, vice 

president and/or department heads (Acad, Interview 2; Acad, Interview 6; PatO, Interview 

16; Acad, Interview 17). For instance, one interviewee mentions a digital strategy document 

created by the dean, where openness is one important pillar (Acad, Interview 6). However, 

the leadership on an institutional level is less relevant during the execution of transdisciplinary 

projects (Acad, Interview 10). At the same time, research projects in general should be 

supported while giving academics the necessary autonomy to pursue their research agenda 

(Acad, Interview 9; Acad, Interview 10). Besides senior academics supporting and engaging 

in high profile, transdisciplinary projects, it seems important to get lead postdocs and senior 

fellows on board in order to ensure sufficient attention and commitment during the execution 

of such projects (Corp, Interview 8). 

In that regard, interviewees remark that transdisciplinary research is sometimes rather driven 

from the bottom up based on individual researchers than from top down (Acad, Interview 12; 

Acad, Interview 13). In general, the majority of the academic interviewees state that their HR 
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department does not actively drive transdisciplinary research projects but rather supports 

researchers, who want to take part in such projects. 

Training academics on how to deal with cross-functional projects with a matrix organisation 

seems highly important for the success of large consortia with over a hundred people (Acad, 

Interview 2; Corp, Interview 4). Further, educating staff about the benefits of openness, which 

are sometimes difficult to measure, leads to more collaborative engagement (Acad, Interview 

6). In fact, the research institutes offer trainings for team building, management of people, 

industry, patient or public involvement and/or conflict management (Secondary Data, 21; 

Acad, Interview 2; Acad, Interview 5; Acad, Interview 6; Acad, Interview 13). These trainings 

are often dependent on the respective career stage, resulting in different offers for postdocs, 

professors and group leaders (Acad, Interview 6; Acad, Interview 13). Additional trainings 

and workshops on research data handling, preservation and reuse are implemented to educate 

researchers about open access and the FAIR principles in order to promote the open science 

paradigm (Secondary Data, 12, 17, 18, 19; Acad, Interview 12; Acad, Interview 17). 

Academic interviewees also name trainings and seminars on EU grant opportunities, 

application and writing (Acad, Interview 2; Acad, Interview 6; Acad, Interview 7). Another 

type of training is mentioned by one interviewee, namely cross-disciplinary supervisor groups 

for PhD students, allowing for complimentary learning from early on (Acad, Interview 13). 

However, other interviewees state that they are not aware of any dedicated program from their 

HR department that qualifies researchers specifically better for collaborative science projects 

(Acad, Interview 5; Acad, Interview 9; Acad, Interview 10; Acad, Interview 12). 

4.4.2 Project Level 

The project leader seems to play a crucial part for the development of fruitful collaborations 

in transdisciplinary projects. All interviewees state to be satisfied with the leadership style of 

the project leaders. The leadership group aims to build a “collaborative, constructive and open 

atmosphere, where issues can be discussed and where there is mutual respect for the fact that 

all [partners] have different priorities from where [they] are coming from” (Acad, Interview 

2). To eliminate tribalism and to keep everyone motivated, it is ensured that all voices are 
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heard by actively approaching project members for their insights and building bridges across 

stakeholder groups (Corp, Interview 1; Corp, Interview 4; PatO, Interview 16). On the one 

hand, the “chef[s] d’orchestre” are very structured forward thinkers that have a clear vision 

of the project and excellent communication skills. Thus, they can give straightforward 

directions and leverage synergies between parties (Corp, Interview 4; Acad, Interview 10; 

Corp, Interview 14; PatO, Interview 16). Yet, “to steer very high qualified scientists and 

experts, it needs a kind of a slight touch rather than strictly restrictive supervising and 

directing” (Acad, Interview 13). On the other hand, the project leaders are also very humble 

and open-minded persons that are willing to be inquisitive and ask questions to keep all 

individuals engaged while recognising and actively trying to diffuse conflicts (Corp, 

Interview 4; Corp, Interview 11; Acad, Interview 13; Publ, Interview 15). 

Simultaneously, the interviewees mention a delegated and rather informal leadership style as 

“in science, informal power is really important” (Acad, Interview 13). Hence, a very 

autocratic, patronising and top down approach generally does not work (Corp, Interview 1; 

Corp, Interview 4; Corp, Interview 14). Accordingly, also project members without strategic 

positions can gain authority among participants due to their knowledge, expertise and 

commitment (Acad, Interview 13). If research consortia are, however, not properly led, a 

negative spiral can emerge, leading to “partners heavily working on their own hobbies, which 

may not fully align with the requirements of the consortia” (Corp, Interview 1; Corp, 

Interview 4; Acad, Interview 13). 

As transdisciplinary projects require new ways of working and set different expectations, 

multiple interviewees note that it can be beneficial for the collaboration to train the project 

members accordingly. Any cross-cultural training or team building activity that helps 

“getting to the performing stage as fast as possible [...] would be time, energy and money well 

spent” (Corp, Interview 8). Yet, only interviewees from Case D and E mention having 

translational, multidisciplinary workshops (Acad, Interview 12; Acad, Interview 17). Within 

these sessions, participants spend an intense time together, teaching each other new methods 

and concepts or improving their paper writing skills (Acad, Interview 12; Acad, Interview 

17). Further dedicated team building activities exist only in a rudimental manner in large 
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research projects. Mostly, the interviewees recall social activities like dinners or drinks. Only 

one icebreaker activity during the kick-off session is mentioned by a participant from Case B 

(Acad, Interview 6). The majority of the interviewees does not remember any deliberate team 

building exercises. This highlights the fact that this aspect is often totally absent from 

transdisciplinary research projects, even though it is highly important to build trustful 

relationships within the project team from the beginning (Acad, Interview 5; Acad, Interview 

6; Publ, Interview 15). Therefore, one interviewee suggests more dedicated activities, such as 

boot survival camps done in industry, to improve team building and to break up disciplinary 

islands (Acad, Interview 5). 

Another aspect, which is revealed as highly important during the empirical investigation and 

not covered in the theoretical framework, is team selection. In the beginning of a project, 

finding the most qualified people is key for its success, which can be a very hazardous process 

with no guarantee to work out (Corp, Interview 4). It comes to incentivisation, culture and 

structure when aiming to “get the right team together that can work and will work collectively 

for five years” (Corp, Interview 4). Hence, “recruiting is always the most delicate, sensitive 

aspect of such a grant” (Acad, Interview 13). The IMI selection process requires that all 

consortium partners are lined up from the beginning, giving the project coordinators little 

flexibility to select partners sequentially according to the real scientific and strategic needs of 

a project (Acad, Interview 5; Corp, Interview, 14; Publ, Interview 15). 

In line with the open innovation process, transdisciplinary projects aim to bring people with 

different skill sets and experiences together in order to realise the project (Corp, Interview 4; 

Acad, Interview 13; Publ, Interview 15). However, one of the consequences of emphasising 

on diversity in these projects is the creation of tensions, which lead to managerial challenges 

and conflicts (Corp, Interview 4). When leading figures and very outspoken characters come 

together in large consortia, a unique dynamic develops, which can be positive or negative, 

influencing the overall atmosphere. 

During the project, the interviewees point out that it is important to have true commitment 

from all partners and that the partner constellation stays stable. Multiple interviewees 

experienced problems regarding the long-term involvement from partners, especially 
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pharmaceutical parties, as strategic directions, priorities and thus, interests but also staffing 

from organisations can change over the years (Corp, Interview 1; Corp, Interview 8; Acad, 

Interview 12). The reduced interest of senior management can lead to friction and 

“devastating repercussions” in the projects (Acad, Interview 12; Acad, Interview 13; Corp, 

Interview 14; Secondary Data, 24). Moreover, the interviewees highlight that it has to be 

ensured that all partners are truly committed and actively contribute to the project in order to 

avoid freeloading as partners can hide in large consortia (Acad, Interview 6; Corp, Interview 

8; Corp, Interview 14; Publ, Interview 15). In that regard, the fact that IMI projects are built 

on the collaboration between a balanced variety of different stakeholders represents a double-

edged sword. On the one hand, it needs “an incredible man-force” and “wide, collaborative 

efforts” to realise such projects (Corp, Interview 11). On the other hand, the sheer size of 

these projects is a challenge, which is especially relevant for Case C (Acad, Interview 10). In 

order to ensure long-term commitment, real complementarity and close working relations, 

one interviewee suggests “not to fund anything that is larger than ten partners” (Acad, 

Interview 5). This is in line with another interviewee from Case E pointing out that being a 

fairly small project has multiple advantages, such as easier communication, close 

relationships and high engagement from all parties (Publ, Interview 15). 

Further, one interviewee mentions that one of the biggest structural drawbacks of 

collaborative EU projects is that either people have always worked together in such consortia 

and form “a mafia” or people have never been working together before (Acad, Interview 5). 

Throughout the interviewees, it has become apparent that the respective research consortia 

are not randomly arranged. The selection of partners is often built on interpersonal networks 

and prior linkages. The accompanying advantage is that the inception phase of getting to know 

each other, building working relations, achieving mutual understanding and trust is shorter 

(Acad, Interview 5; PatO, Interview 13; PatO, Interview 16). In contrast, working together 

with people that have never met before can also be hugely enriching (Corp, Interview 14). 
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4.5 Intellectual Property Enabling Transdisciplinary Research 

4.5.1 Intellectual Property Strategy on an Institutional Level of Public Research Organisations 

With respect to IP handling on an institutional level, many interviewees indicate a clear IP 

strategy from the public research organisation’s side. This can be explained by the fact that 

some universities aim for revenue generation through IP and hence, convey a rather 

“protectionist perspective” (Corp, Interview 4). This might be hindering for open and 

collaborative approaches (Corp, Interview 4; Secondary Data, 13). Especially when 

collaborating with universities, it appears that these organisations seem to be “tough partners 

when it comes to securing IP” (Acad, Interview 5). However, this might be different from 

institute to institute. Accordingly, one informant mentions that all IP is owned by his/her 

university, whereas another interviewee states that his/her university is open for negotiation 

on the split of IP between university and researcher (Acad, Interview 2; Acad, Interview 13). 

In terms of research organisations, one participating partner determines that the respective 

university builds entire patent and IP portfolios to professionally manage IP (Acad, Interview 

5). Further, there is a lot of support from the institute’s side on managing, commercialising 

and licensing IP, such as from TTO’s or special IP departments (Acad, Interview 2; Acad, 

Interview 10; Acad, Interview 13). These offices also support in IP issues when creating spin 

off companies and startups (Acad, Interview 13). 

Hence, the existence of a general IP strategy on an institutional level seems to be confirmed. 

However, the interviewees mention an absence of a specific IP strategy relating to open and 

collaborative working (Acad, Interview 2; Acad, Interview 6; Acad, Interview 10). 

Accordingly, one interviewee mentions that “open innovation is open in the true sense that 

there is no IP needed” (Acad, Interview 2). In open science, all results should be available for 

everyone and be open source, which is the reason why there are no occurring problems with 

IP. Hence, an overarching IP strategy, focussing on securing IP rights when dealing with 

transdisciplinary research projects, is not perceived as essential on an institutional level 

according to the interviewees. In general, one interviewee also remarks that there is a clear 

trend to move from the academics’ protectionist perspective towards intellectual commons by 
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stating that academics have learned that “it is not theirs, but it is all ours” (Corp, Interview 

11). 

4.5.2 Intellectual Property Management on a Project Level 

The management of IP is an important topic in PPPs as stated by most interviewees. Yet, the 

importance greatly differs depending on the research objective of the project and also the 

research area of the project. IP is a huge factor for projects generating novel drugs, 

technologies or for project parties focussing on data and patient sample collections (Acad, 

Interview 2; Acad, Interview 5; Acad, Interview 13). Other projects or project parts do not 

aim to produce any IP or focus rather on algorithms and software, which are less promising 

for patents from a commercial perspective (Acad, Interview 2; Acad, Interview 5). Further, 

IP is a highly sensitive topic especially for for-profit organisations like pharmaceutical 

companies, but also for protective academic institutes, not being familiar with the rules and 

regulations of open research projects (Corp, Interview 8; Corp, Interview 14). 

To facilitate discussions about IP, IMI provides a general framework for establishing 

definitions of background, foreground and sideground IP. It also includes rules about potential 

consequences in the event of non-compliance (IMI, n.d.b). The respective framework is 

highly appreciated and respected by the participants (Corp, Interview 4; Corp, Interview 8; 

Acad, Interview 9; Acad, Interview 10). The framework lays out the groundwork, but case-

specific adjustments and particular stakeholders adding topic-related rules can be observed. 

The specific terms and rules on IP rights are typically defined beforehand in the consortium 

agreement in order to align expectations as well as IP scope straight from the beginning. 

The way in which IP ownership is organised varies from project to project, highlighting that 

“there is no one-size fits all solution to this” (Secondary Data, 24). Case A and B are not 

aiming or expecting to produce any IP and thus, it is not really an important topic (Corp, 

Interview 1; Acad, Interview 5). If, however, IP is still going to be developed, it would be 

shared among the project participants (Acad, Interview 6). In Case D and E, the IP is owned 

by particular parties. The IP resides within the institutions and participating parties but can 

also be assigned to another partner if it seems strategically beneficial (Acad, Interview 12; 
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Publ, Interview 15). Only partially the ownership is hold by the project itself (Corp, Interview 

11). Yet, interviewees from all cases point out that the projects focus in principal on making 

end products and results as openly usable and widely exploitable as possible. Sometimes the 

consortium as a whole decides to make all of the IP publicly accessible, even though the IP is 

effectively owned by the project management board or IMI. Whereas in other cases, 

individual parties push to make their own outputs available in open source and open access. 

4.6 Additional Organisational Design Factors Enabling Transdisciplinary Research 

4.6.1 Funding Sources on an Institutional Level of Public Research Organisations 

Besides the organisational design factors already included as relevant for enabling 

transdisciplinary research, the interviewees also perceive funding sources of the research 

institutes as highly important. The majority of the research funding comes from outside the 

organisation and is dependent on the participation in internationally and nationally funded 

consortia (Acad, Interview 7; Acad, Interview 10). Most of the monetary contributions in the 

analysed projects come from IMI or the participating EFPIA companies (Secondary Data, 1, 

2, 3, 4, 5). This can lead to a certain bargaining power from industry partners formulated by 

one interviewee as “we [the companies] give the academics the money and they should deliver 

us the results” (Acad, Interview 13). 

The academic partners mostly have an in-kind contribution, such as knowledge and tools, but 

not necessarily money (Corp, Interview 11). Thus, the research organisations are in their 

nature heavily geared towards facilitating interaction with external parties and getting grants 

as “[they] need to survive” (Acad, Interview 10). Thereby, the individuals writing and 

obtaining grants generate the money for conducting research (Acad, Interview 10; Publ, 

Interview 15). Depending on the research department, the portion of external funding can be 

up to 80 or 90 percent (Acad, Interview 10). These departments are heavily involved in third 

party funded projects and thus, highly appreciate the researchers’ participation in such 

projects (Acad, Interview 7). 
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4.6.2 Reflection and Learning on an Institutional and Project Level 

Another important factor emerging in the course of the interviews is the creation of some time 

and space for a critical reflection during the project with team members and after completion 

with employees of the public research organisation. One interviewee criticises the highly 

process-driven approach in decision-making, which does not allow project participants to 

“take a step back and understand what are [they] learning?” (Acad, Interview 2). Reflection 

and learning exercises are crucial to better place the results in a broader landscape and 

ecosystem context as well as to reflect the collaborative work from a cultural perspective. 

This creates also the opportunity to intervene when context considerations are missing already 

during the project period. 

On an institutional level, the respective academic partner, who participated in a 

transdisciplinary project, can share “those learning and reflections on how to collaborate, how 

to be open and how to work with these different stakeholders” with the university staff after 

the project is finished (Acad, Interview 2). This leads to a better preparation of academic 

researchers for transdisciplinary projects in the future (Acad, Interview 2). Moreover, the 

organisation of “workshops and conferences that bring together projects in similar indication 

areas” by the IMI is recommended to stimulate mutual learning also across projects 

(Secondary Data, 24). 

4.6.3 Impact on an Institutional and Project Level 

Typically, academics operating in healthcare-related research desire to deliver high quality 

results, which are ultimately impactful. Transdisciplinary research projects provide the 

opportunity to “make impact in the real world outside of the standard research academic 

boundary” (Acad, Interview 2). Hence, one important reason for some interviewees to 

participate in these projects is to demonstrate impact, which is “useful for the community long 

beyond the funding period” (Corp, Interview 4). Addressing some big societal needs in 

transdisciplinary projects can even lead to substantially changing existing habits and 

procedures in healthcare (Acad, Interview 17; Acad, Interview 2; Corp, Interview 11). For 

instance, one interviewee remarks that clinical researchers have changed their process on how 

to conduct bio-samples thanks to the project’s emphasis on appropriate data handling (Acad, 
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Interview 5). However, one project participant determines that (s)he is not sure if the research 

results are actually so impactful as “certainly a lot of the products do not really amount to 

much at the end” (Acad, Interview 7). 

In addition, the existence of a metric to measure the impact of transdisciplinary research is 

missing on the project but also on an institutional level. Indeed, one interviewee remarks that 

IMI has some basic metrics, but these seem to be process-driven and “fairly generic” (Acad, 

Interview 2). 

4.6.4 Sustainability on a Project Level 

Similar to the above-mentioned factor ‘impact’, many interviewees mention that 

sustainability is an important factor in transdisciplinary projects. As many different 

stakeholders come together, organise themselves around a topic and openly share research 

data with each other solely for the duration of the project, the critique emerges that these 

collaborations are transient organisations and dissolve after project completion (Corp, 

Interview 1; Acad, Interview 7). Hereby, there is a lot of criticism around European funded 

projects stating that the results “at the end never really go anywhere afterwards”, which does 

not seem to be a promising model for research (Acad, Interview 7). A potential reason for that 

is that nobody wants to be held responsible for hosting the data after project completion 

because it is very costly and requires an “awful lot of effort” (Corp, Interview 11; Acad, 

Interview 6). 

To ensure that sustainability is taken into consideration, project stakeholders of Case C 

developed a specific sustainability work package, focussing on dissemination activities after 

the project ends (Acad, Interview 9). Another possibility to guarantee result and data 

preservation is to collaborate with third-party data providers, who make the data available for 

other researchers (Acad, Interview 6; Report, Aetionomy; Corp, Interview 8). If an 

appropriate storage is given, other researchers “could either reproduce [the] research or 

produce their own research and develop what [the projects] had done and take it further” 

(Publ, Interview 15). Often it is difficult to further develop the results by the initial project 

team after project completion as there “is simply no budget for that” (PatO, Interview 16). 
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Therefore, Case A, C, D and E implement a follow-up project, enabling the researchers “to 

continue to operate beyond the lifespan of the project” (Publ, Interview 15). In order to 

guarantee further usage of research results, Case E actually incorporates their findings into a 

regulatory framework including guidance and recommendation for future usage. Here, the 

project participants see sustainability as a “bearing fruit” and hence, the created policy 

framework is “probably one of the most important deliverables because it facilitates and 

enables further research” (Publ, Interview 15). 

4.6.5 Patient Organisation Involvement on a Project Level 

All selected cases in this research study involve the participation of at least one patient 

organisation. All interviewees stress the importance of them as a key partner in the 

collaboration. The patient organisations have considerable experience in the respective field 

and hence, it is “essential that they were on board” (Corp, Interview 11). In the case of one 

project team, the patient organisation simultaneously acts as payer organisation, which also 

highlights the importance to involve a customer-centric point of view in the consortium (Corp, 

Interview 1; Acad, Interview 2, PatO, Interview 3). Patient organisations decide to participate 

in such big, transdisciplinary projects not because of financial rewards but to express the 

patients’ view and organise the patients correspondingly in focus groups (PatO, Interview 3; 

Corp, Interview 8; PatO, Interview 16). Further, they also take a technical role when 

“translating different parts […] in different languages” and to train other project participants 

to use an appropriate language towards the community (PatO, Interview 16; Secondary Data, 

25). In Case C, the patient organisation’s communication channels are vital to convey the 

results towards politicians and policy makers (Corp, Interview 8). In general, the participants 

agree that the patient representatives’ voice is as important as all others and they are 

“absolutely listened to by everybody in the room” (Corp, Interview 1; Corp, Interview 14). 

With respect to the timing of the patient organisations’ accession to the consortium, most 

interviewees remark that they are part of the project team from the beginning. Solely one 

interviewee criticises the fact that the patient organisation was not part of “very, very, very 

early discussions” but only entered the group in the development phase (PatO, Interview 16). 

This might have had effects on some poorly managed decisions, caused by lacking the 
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involvement of a patient representative (PatO, Interview 16). The decision rights of the patient 

organisations differ from case to case. In Case A and D, they are part of the management 

board and active in various work packages (Corp, Interview 1; PatO, Interview 3). In Case B 

and C, the representatives are responsible for non-scientific issues, such as the design of the 

clinical trials, decision-making in legal as well as ethical affairs and sustainable solutions 

(Acad, Interview 5; Acad Interview 9). One project participant of Case E stresses that even 

though the patient organisation has decision rights in a technical matter, the patient 

representatives’ feedback on certain issues is not taken into account. Accordingly, the 

representatives “never managed to convince the consortium”, possibly due to the involvement 

of only one patient organisation (PatO, Interview 16).  

Although patient organisations seem to be essential in various matters for these consortia, two 

interviewees emphasise that “you cannot really expect scientific contributions there” (Acad, 

Interview 5; Acad, Interview 9). They are highly important as intermediaries between 

consortium and patients but are not confident in deciding on scientific strategies (Acad, 

Interview 5). Interestingly, one patient organisation representative also agrees that these 

decisions require highly scientific knowledge (PatO, Interview 16). (S)he also admits that “it 

would not have been necessary to involve a patient representative in these decisions” (Pato, 

Interview 16). 

Typically, patient organisations are contacted by the consortium to join the collaboration, but 

such projects can also be initiated by them (Corp, Interview 8; PatO, Interview 3). One 

informant describes that the patient organisation can also be the “the driver of the creation of 

the consortium and to drive the discussion” (PatO, Interview 3). Such projects also benefit 

the patient organisations from a network perspective. They have the possibility to meet 

leading European researchers and to ensure that the patients’ focus is taken into account in 

those projects (Secondary Data, 24). 

4.7 Ecosystem Influencing Transdisciplinary Research 

All interviewees point out that publicly funded, transdisciplinary projects, such as the 

respective IMI projects, are embedded in a broader ecosystem of regulators, healthcare 
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systems and scientific communities. This is partially caused by the fact that the EU, as the 

major sponsor, makes such projects happen (Acad, Interview 9; Corp, Interview 11; Publ, 

Interview 15). Therefore, the taxpayers are also affected by these projects, putting additional 

pressure on the participants to succeed (Acad, Interview 5). In general, the projects acting in 

the public domain often have supporters but also doubters in the broader ecosystem (Corp, 

Interview 1; Acad, Interview 2; Corp, Interview 14). Addressing the received critique on the 

project aim and plan causes additional work, which is perceived as hampering the project 

(Acad, Interview 2). 

The degree of involvement of the above-mentioned stakeholders differs from case to case. 

Interviewees from Case D state that they only had scarce contact with the healthcare system 

(Acad, Interview 12; Acad, Interview 13). Other interviewees from Case A and E, however, 

mention that workshops and conferences are organised to engage with the broader scientific 

community and to be able to receive their feedback (Acad, Interview 2; Publ, Interview 15). 

In Case A and E, also regulators are an integral part of the consortia as the project leaders are 

members of regulatory organisations, highlighting the huge impact of such stakeholders 

(Corp, Interview 1; Corp, Interview 14). 

Further, the objectives and deliverables of European funded projects are influenced by ethical 

and regulatory settings as well as the needs of external communities (Publ, Interview 15; 

PatO, Interview 16). For instance, participants have to ask for amendments if they want to 

make changes to the project plan (Corp, Interview 4; Corp, Interview 8; Acad, Interview 13). 

In that regard, interviewees frequently criticise the bureaucratic burden and the great 

complexity accompanying IMI projects due to the strict regulations and procedures imposed 

by the European Commission. For instance, one interviewee mentions that “between a third 

and half of one's energy and time is taken up in filling in forms” (Acad, Interview 7). 

Interviewees question the efficiency and necessity of such procedures as the time period 

between the original ideas and the actual start of the projects often takes several years, “which 

is just crazy” (Acad, Interview 6; Acad, Interview 7; Corp, Interview 8). 

In the case of IMI projects, the situation is further aggravated by data protection regulations 

such as GDPR due to the use of patient data (Corp, Interview 4; Acad, Interview 6). The 
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healthcare environment is extremely privacy centric and thus, can be a hindrance in making 

access to data highly challenging (Corp, Interview 4; Acad, Interview 6; Acad, Interview 6; 

Corp, Interview 14). One interviewee states that the healthcare environment is not well 

prepared for the reuse of patient data as it lacks appropriate concepts for patient consent on 

data usage (Corp, Interview 4). In this sense, one also needs to consider that “national 

healthcare systems produce different data infrastructures and thus, make data available for 

researchers in different ways” (Acad, Interview 5). 

Nevertheless, interviewees also mention positive influences and support from the ecosystem 

(Acad, Interview 12; Corp, Interview 14; Acad, Interview 17). For instance, initiatives like 

the UK biobank and the European infrastructure project Elixir facilitate the projects’ progress 

(Acad, Interview 5; Acad, Interview 6). Also, funding opportunities like the IMI itself act as 

facilitators for transdisciplinary research and open science in general (Acad, Interview 12; 

Acad, Interview 17). 

5. Discussion and Development of Refined Framework 

In the following, the empirical results of Chapter 4 are connected with the selected theory 

presented in Chapter 2 in order to refine the theoretical framework and to develop theoretical 

as well as managerial implications. To answer the main research question and its sub-research 

questions, the discussion is divided into an institutional and project level. 

5.1 Discussion on Organisational Design Factors on an Institutional Level of Public Research 

Organisations 

Sub research question 1: Which organisational design factors enable transdisciplinary 

research on an institutional level of public research organisations? 

First, regarding structure and processes, most sub-elements can be validated through the 

analysis. Even though the interviewees mention the existence of unclear responsibilities, 

overlaps and overly complicated processes within the public research institutes, a matrix 

structure is not implemented to tackle these organisational flaws. Since the implementation 

of a matrix structure has shown to be beneficial in the corporate open innovation setting, 
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public research institutes might also benefit from this organisational structure. In line with 

literature, a matrix organisation helps to break down departmental silos and internal barriers 

in order to facilitate inter-organisational collaboration and avoid parallelism (Petroni et al., 

2012; Pinheiro & Stensaker, 2014). As mentioned by the literature and validated by the 

empirical analysis, cross-functional interfaces enable knowledge sharing, internal 

communication and cross-disciplinary coordination within research institutes (Harrington & 

Guimaraes, 2005; Lazzarotti et al., 2015). However, the study reveals that there are limits of 

employees’ capacity to deeply engage in multi-disciplinary topics as they also need to be able 

to focus on the specific research area. 

The implementation of specific organisational roles and units for transdisciplinary research 

can be validated (Pinheiro & Stensaker, 2014; Zahra & George, 2002). Yet, the particular 

roles and units presented in the literature can only be observed in terms of T-Men, knowledge 

brokers, TTOs and dedicated IP offices (Frølund et al., 2018; Lauto et al., 2013; Petroni et al., 

2012). Specifically, the positive influence of TTOs in transdisciplinary collaborations is 

questioned, which is in line with Beck et al. (2018). As researchers often prefer to use their 

own personal networks to initiate collaborations, the mentioned roles and units rather focus 

on stimulating openness across research institutes. The usage of knowledge management 

systems is confirmed and possessing great capabilities in data management as well as 

integration can actually be the entry point for participating in transdisciplinary research 

projects. A high degree of coordination and clear communication across researchers, such as 

the mentioned cross-disciplinary meetings, regular newsletters on open access publications or 

opportunities for collaborations, increases openness towards other research disciplines and 

drives collaboration (Lazzarotti et al., 2015; Patel et al., 2012). In particular, the empirical 

results present that communication and discussions about ongoing and successfully 

completed transdisciplinary research projects might enhance the likelihood of further similar 

projects (Treise et al., 2016). The delegation of decision rights and autonomy is validated and 

is in fact a highly important enabler for transdisciplinary research. The interviewed academics 

are more intrinsically committed to open activities when they are not forced to participate 

(Breunig et al., 2014; König et al., 2013). 
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Second, the authors find out that culture is the most important enabler for transdisciplinary 

research, which is in accordance with theory (Stevens et al., 2015; Van Lancker et al., 2016). 

Creating a knowledge sharing culture within the research institutes seems to be beneficial for 

openness (Burcharth et al., 2014; Patel et al., 2012). However, intra-organisational 

competition and a reluctance to share knowledge within institutes can also push researchers 

to collaborate with external parties. The importance of having cultural norms, values and 

beliefs towards openness and collaboration is only validated to a certain extent as they are 

rather based on an individual than an institutional level (Sivam et al., 2019; Van Der Meer, 

2007). The results show that the impetus to openly collaborate needs to come from inside. 

Allowing for target and goal setting on a departmental or lower level within research institutes 

further encourages a highly open and collaborative culture. 

Third, in contrast to theory, the incentive and reward systems of the respective research 

institutes are not collectively oriented as emphasised in the existing literature but rather focus 

on individual efforts (Breunig et al., 2014; Patel et al., 2012; Rodríguez & Lorenzo, 2011). 

Yet, softer incentives for the engagement in transdisciplinary research in terms of visibility, 

recognition and awareness in the scientific community can be observed (Ali-Khan et al., 2017; 

Patel et al., 2012). As the participation in such projects is often based on the personal 

motivation of the academic, the research institute can set effective incentives only to a limited 

extent. In line with literature, current incentive and reward structures in academia are not yet 

tailored towards open science (Franco & Haase, 2015; Lundwall, 2019). However, such 

components are under development, highlighting the importance of them to enable 

transdisciplinary research. According to the analysis, if openness and collaboration is, 

however, truly anchored into the belief system of the individual, a specific incentivisation 

might not be needed (Fu, 2012). 

Fourth, in terms of HR and leadership, having top management support and a senior champion 

promoting transdisciplinary research within the institute is perceived as beneficial. In contrast 

to Balven et al. (2018) and Patel et al. (2012), the importance of an institutional-wide 

leadership favouring open collaborations is not clearly validated during the project execution. 

Yet, a flexible leadership style seems to be suitable. It guarantees the needed decision rights 
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and autonomy of the individual researcher to participate in self-selected research areas (Ali-

Khan et al., 2017; Naqshbandi & Tabche, 2018; Zynga et al., 2018). The empirical results 

reveal that trainings and education on the benefits of open collaborations as well as on the 

possibilities of engaging in open science, on data handling and preparation for participating 

in transdisciplinary research are crucial in the respective context (Hong et al., 2019; Plewa et 

al., 2013). However, often no dedicated overall training programme for every researcher is 

offered by the research institutes, which implies further possibilities for improvement. 

Fifth, the empirical investigation demonstrates that most research institutes have a clear IP 

strategy for revenue generation. While some public research institutes have a strong 

protectionist attitude, others deeply incorporate the values of openness and collaboration into 

the institutes’ belief system, also in terms of IP handling. Interestingly, research institutes 

following an open approach often lack a formalised component handling open and 

collaborative research in the IP strategy, which is, however, recommended by literature 

(Frølund et al., 2018; Van Lancker et al., 2016, 2019). Although open research emphasises 

the trend of intellectual commons, it needs to be clarified in the IP strategy that all developed 

IP is shared collectively. 

In addition to the factors determined by the theoretical framework, further enablers for 

transdisciplinary research on an institutional level are detected. The analysis indicates that 

using funding sources mainly from outside the research institute facilitates interaction with 

external parties. Especially, if researchers are satisfied with the collaboration with a specific 

funding source, the likelihood for further partnerships increases (Bogler, 1994). The funding 

agencies also have a large influence on the strategic orientation towards openness and 

collaboration of the research institutes. This is in line with Fan, Huang, & Chen (2019), 

highlighting the influence of governmental and industrial funding sources on university-

industry collaborations. 

Further, the empirical results extend the existing literature by complementing the enablers for 

transdisciplinary research through the factor reflection and learning. Providing space for 

reflection and learning from transdisciplinary research on an institutional level can enhance 

academics’ participation in such projects. In order to be able to share acquired tacit knowledge 
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from transdisciplinary projects, it is essential to provide opportunities to exchange and discuss 

experiences and lessons learned on an institutional level as outlined by interviewees (Ahmed, 

Ragsdell, & Olphert, 2014). Reflection is a fundamental competence for interdisciplinary 

research, highlighting one’s ability to critically challenge assumptions, to ensure compliance 

with quality standards and to be aware of disciplinary limits (Claus & Wiese, 2019). 

Lastly, making an environmental, social and economic impact is discovered as being a highly 

important enabler for transdisciplinary research. Thereby, the authors enrich prior work on 

organisational design factors facilitating transdisciplinary research. On an institutional level, 

it can be assumed that following a clear communication about the potential impact of 

transdisciplinary research stimulates the participation in such endeavours. Further, 

implementing a specific impact metric can create an additional incentive for researchers to 

participate and represents a tool to communicate the impact also externally (König et al., 

2013). Designing and installing such a metric that provides evidence on impact is indeed 

increasingly requested by research funders (Brueton, Vale, Choodari-Oskooei, Jinks, & 

Tierney, 2014). 

5.2 Discussion on Organisational Design Factors on a Project Level 

Sub research question 2: Which organisational design factors enable transdisciplinary 

research on a project level? 

First, all sub-elements of structure and processes can be validated. The respective projects 

operate based on a matrix structure with cross-functional interfaces. Besides the benefits of 

such a structure for transdisciplinary research, it can also lead to over-complicated meeting 

structures and an increased ambiguity of accountabilities. As indicated by the analysis, 

especially academics, who are not as used to operate in matrix structures, might struggle with 

its complexity (Lazzarotti et al., 2015; Sytch et al., 2018). Therefore, trainings are important 

to be able to deal with diverging organisational structures and cross-functional interfaces. 

As suggested by literature, all projects have an IT-based knowledge management system and 

a research data management plan focussing on knowledge sharing, transfer and storage (Alavi 

& Leidner, 2001; Chesbrough, 2006; Mosconi et al., 2019). The interviewees remark that a 
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single database should solely contain collectively generated research data and that already 

existing data from project partners needs to remain at the original location in order to ensure 

patient privacy. All projects have strong coordination mechanisms to align the various 

stakeholder groups, such as a kick-off session, regular meetings, a clearly written partnership 

agreement, a detailed work plan and a single database, which is in line with theory (Jarvenpaa 

& Wernick, 2011; König et al., 2013; Slowinski & Sagal, 2003; Zynga et al., 2018). Although 

written agreements are an important enabler for transdisciplinary research, they can also 

hinder data sharing, lead to overly complicated processes and consequently decelerate 

progress. Especially in the science context, it can further be difficult to plan such projects in 

a detailed manner as one needs to take contingencies into account. 

Clear communication and particularly regular face-to-face meetings enable fruitful 

collaboration and the development of trusting environments in the respective projects (Patel 

et al., 2012; Spooner et al., 2016). Aligned with theory, shared information on the projects 

should be kept in an easy-to-understand manner to avoid misunderstandings based on 

diverging disciplines and backgrounds (Jarvenpaa & Wernick, 2011; Treise et al., 2016). 

Hence, it can be assumed that the creation of standardised templates for sharing knowledge, 

as suggested within the empirical investigation, supports the integration, translation and 

harmonisation of individual information among the different stakeholders (König et al., 2013; 

Stevens et al., 2015). Delegating decision rights and providing autonomy through a flat 

governance is stated as important in the literature as well as in the empirical investigation due 

to the complexity of transdisciplinary projects (Foss et al., 2011; Pisano & Verganti, 2008). 

Yet, it is important to keep an overall focus on common goals and not to create independent 

project groups, working on their own targets. The importance of a project manager can be 

validated due to the intricacy of work packages, deliverables and project parties (Patel et al., 

2012; Van Lancker et al., 2019). In particular, the co-leadership from academia and industry 

in the projects enables the consideration and acknowledgment of different perspectives and 

cultures (Jarvenpaa & Wernick, 2011; Stevens et al., 2015). 

Second, aligned with theory, the culture within transdisciplinary projects is the most essential 

enabler for fruitful collaboration and is built on good interpersonal connections (Gjerding et 
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al., 2006; Van Lancker et al., 2016; Vick et al., 2015). Even though it can be challenging to 

achieve common ground due to different cultures from stakeholder groups, open and regular 

communication as well as a cultural integration day fosters appreciation of the different 

cultures. Thereby, the results indicate that it is crucial to take diverging cultural assumptions 

and disciplinary methods seriously and value diversity (Claus & Wiese, 2019). This can also 

lead to the creation of a rich and shared culture. 

The authors detect that entailing a belief system towards collaborative values, trust, honesty 

and embracing the need for transdisciplinarity is a vital enabler for transdisciplinary projects 

(Bruhn, 1995). The empirical analysis reveals that the projects do not install explicitly 

formulated common rules and norms for the collaborative effort as recommended by 

Hollaender et al. (2008). However, it is assumed that implementing more explicit expectations 

and guidance for transdisciplinary working can help align the behaviour of different parties. 

Scholars suggest the development of a common and clear understanding of the project targets 

and vision as well as a dual goal design in order to align the different agendas of each 

stakeholder (Hollaender et al., 2008; Van Lancker et al., 2019). In contrast to Pisano & 

Verganti (2008), highlighting a joint selection of problems in consortia, the high-level 

research objectives of the analysed projects are set by the EFPIA companies and IMI. While 

the general goal setting in the analysed projects is indeed mainly consensus based, achieving 

a shared understanding and overview of the projects’ objectives is often lacking. This can lead 

to a loss of motivation within the project team. Contrarily to theory, the projects rather accept 

diverging agendas than actively working on a dual goal design to enhance equal importance 

of stakeholders’ interests. 

Third, according to the empirical results and the literature for HR and leadership, a rather 

flexible and informal leadership style is highly beneficial for building open and collaborative 

environments. Those are further shaped by a high level of autonomy, while simultaneously 

ensuring efficient monitoring (Ali-Khan et al., 2017; Naqshbandi & Tabche, 2018; Zynga et 

al., 2018). Regarding trainings for collaborative tasks, it can be assumed that transdisciplinary 

projects themselves are cross-disciplinary and open exercises, which qualify members for 

open and collaborative science. Further dedicated team building activities are often 
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completely absent in such projects despite their importance for building trust among the 

different parties (Patel et al., 2012; Slowinski & Sagal, 2003; Spooner et al., 2016). 

As it is crucial to have top management support from the participating organisations for the 

project, changes in organisational strategies, interests and staffing have a negative influence 

on the project progress and success as experienced by multiple interviewees (Bican et al., 

2017; Chiaroni et al., 2010; Haehnle, 1998; Sivam et al., 2019). In that regard, team selection 

represents another vital enabler for transdisciplinary research, which is not covered in the 

initial theoretical framework (Haehnle, 1998; Hoffmann & Schlosser, 2001). Thereby, the 

results indicate that it is important to limit the number of partners in order to avoid freeloading 

and changes in the partner constellation while leveraging close relationships and easier 

communication (Bogers, 2011; Goldman, 2011). As the respective research consortia are 

formed based on existing interpersonal networks, the time and effort to build efficient and 

trusting relationships as well as mutual understanding can be reduced (Haehnle, 1998; 

Hoffmann & Schlosser, 2001; Leahey, 2016; Sciabolazza, Vacca, & McCarty, 2020). 

Nevertheless, this leads to reduced openness towards new partners and lacks truly new 

transdisciplinary combinations for novel knowledge synergies as well as the acceleration of 

innovation (Leahey, 2016; Sciabolazza et al., 2020). Thus, it might be more beneficial to 

decrease the familiarisation phase by providing trainings on open and collaborative working 

and promote regular participation than building monotone consortia. 

Fourth, the implementation of a well-tuned IP framework, providing fundamental regulations 

for IMI projects but also allowing for case-specific adaptations, can be validated (Alexy et 

al., 2009; Goldman, 2011; Stevens et al., 2015). 

In order to generate a comprehensive framework on enabling transdisciplinary research and 

enrich the existing literature, the following novel factors detected in the analysis are added. 

As highlighted already on an institutional level, providing space and time for reflection and 

learning is essential for better decision-making in highly process-driven transdisciplinary 

projects (Ahmed et al., 2014). This seems not only important after project completion, but 

also during the project to be able to intervene in a timely manner when losing the strategic 

project focus. As in line with theory, further reflection should be enabled through workshops 
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across projects to increase the learning opportunities, which may also lead to the development 

of further collaborations (Foss et al., 2011; Lazzarotti et al., 2015; Patel et al., 2012). 

Further, the authors identify impact as an additional enabler for transdisciplinary research and 

hence, extend prior relevant work. If all participants perceive that their work is making a 

societal impact, different agendas and motivations seem of secondary importance. Thereby, 

having an explicit project metric to measure the impact can help to leverage the effect 

(Brueton et al., 2014; König et al., 2013). 

Moreover, as open science focuses on the reproducibility and reuse of research data, the 

empirical results highlight its long-term preservation and a general focus on sustainability of 

project results. In that sense, the analysed projects make use of dedicated sustainability work 

packages, collaborations with third-party data warehouses and the implementation of 

subsequent projects. These approaches represent solutions to bake the sustainability aspect 

into the project (Alavi & Leidner, 2001; Chesbrough, 2006). 

Lastly, to enhance the openness degree of transdisciplinary projects, the empirical results 

show that involving patient organisations from the beginning and integrating them in 

decision-making of non-scientific aspects is essential to leverage the full potential of 

transdisciplinary research (Laursen & Salter, 2006; Lazzarotti & Manzini, 2009; Lazzarotti et 

al., 2015). The respective non-scientific representatives do not solely provide a patient-centric 

view on the project but also connect the projects with the external environment by acting as 

intermediaries between patients and consortia. 

5.3 Development and Discussion of Refined Framework and Theoretical Implications 

Research question: Which organisational design factors enable transdisciplinary research? 

In conclusion, the organisational design factors enabling transdisciplinary research that are 

identified in existing literature can either be validated, adapted or enriched by the empirical 

results. These findings lead to the derivation of several theoretical implications. Most factors 

of the theoretical framework based on the corporate open innovation as well as open and 

collaborative research literature can be validated through the empirical analysis. However, 
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the empirical results indicate that some factors enable transdisciplinary research not only on 

one, but on both levels, such as cross-functional interfaces and top management support. Only 

matrix organisation, leadership and IP strategy cannot be fully validated as enablers on an 

institutional level. The foundation for these factors to incorporate them in the theoretical 

framework is mainly based on the corporate open innovation literature. This highlights that 

differences in organisational design factors enabling the open innovation paradigm between 

the corporate and scientific context exist. For instance, in terms of leadership, the empirical 

results reveal that the scientific world is extremely geared towards the individual employee 

in contrast to the corporate world, which follows a more collectively oriented approach. 

Hence, due to a high level of autonomy, open innovation in science is rather driven from 

bottom up than by a specific overall leadership. Yet, the results indicate that leadership is a 

highly important enabler for transdisciplinary research on a project level. 

Moreover, new factors are revealed by the analysis of the empirical data, which have not yet 

been identified in the literature. These are reflection and learning, and impact on both levels 

as well as funding sources on an institutional level. Especially the importance of external and 

openly oriented funding sources highlights the difference between the corporate and scientific 

context when designing organisations for open innovation. This can be traced back to the 

different incentives and motivations to participate in open and collaborative projects. While 

corporates act independently from external funding sources but actually provide money for 

open initiatives, public research institutes need to obtain those grants by taking part in open 

initiatives in order to progress their research agenda. Further, additional factors on a project 

level are derived from the empirical analysis, namely team selection, sustainability and patient 

organisation involvement. Yet, one has to acknowledge and be aware of the detected 

interrelations and reciprocal influences between the institutional and project level. 

To sum up, the relevant organisational design factors enabling transdisciplinary research, 

which are based on the discussion of the literature and the empirical investigation, are 

presented in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Adapted Organisational Design Factors. Source: Author’s own representation (2020) 
 

Note: The dark blue boxes indicate fully validated factors from the literature. The light blue boxes 

indicate changes within the respective factor in comparison to the theoretical framework. White boxes 

indicate newly discovered factors. 

The finalised framework contains in total ten different enablers, which can be further split 

into several sub-elements. Their relevance differs in some instances on an institutional and 

project level. When aiming to fully grasp the various facilitators of transdisciplinary research, 

the following comprehensive framework provides an extensive collection of factors and their 

sub-elements. The refined framework contributes to the existing literature and is presented in 

Table 5. 

Table 5 
Validated and Extended Framework based on Literature Review and Empirical Findings 

   Institutional level Project level 

Structure & Processes  ✓ 

 Matrix structure  (✓) ✓ 

 Cross-functional interfaces ✓ ✓ 

 Specific organisational roles & units ✓   
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 Knowledge management systems & data handling ✓ 

 Coordination ✓  

 Communication ✓ 

 Delegation of decision rights & autonomy ✓ 

 Project management & team    ✓ 

Culture  ✓ 

 Cultural orientation & attributes ✓ 

 Values, norms & beliefs ✓ 

 Target setting ✓ 

Incentive & Reward System  ✓   

 Incentives ✓   

 Rewards ✓   

HR & Leadership  ✓  

 Top management support ✓ ✓ 

 Leadership (✓) ✓ 

 Trainings for team building & collaborative tasks ✓ 

 Team selection  ✓ 

IP  ✓ 

 IP Strategy (✓)  

 IP Management  ✓ 

Funding sources  ✓  

Reflection & learning  ✓ ✓ 

Impact  ✓ ✓ 

Sustainability   ✓ 

Patient organisation 
involvement   ✓ 

Note: The ticks in brackets indicate non-validated factors. The texts and ticks in grey cells indicate 

newly discovered factors. 

Source: Author’s own compilation (2020) 

 

Besides the above-mentioned factors and their sub-elements, it is important to take the general 

ecosystem into account, in which transdisciplinary collaborations are socially and politically 

embedded (Holzmeyer, 2019; Ramjoué, 2015). This ecosystem consists, among others, of 
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regulators, healthcare systems, taxpayers and scientific communities (Elliott & Resnik, 2019). 

The ecosystem has a fundamental influence on transdisciplinary research and its innovative 

strength, which is perceived as positive as well as negative by the interviewees. On the one 

hand, the interviewees state that the ecosystem accompanies such projects in a supportive 

manner through funding mechanisms, such as IMI, and the development of open science 

policies to increase their social relevance (Elliott & Resnik, 2019; Holzmeyer, 2019). IMI in 

particular provides guidance through various framework conditions and can actually be a 

more important facilitator of open and collaborative science than public research institutes. 

On the other hand, the ecosystem can also be a hindrance for the progress of effective 

collaborations and innovation by creating ethical and regulatory hurdles, especially in regard 

to patient sensitive data as mentioned by the interviewees. Thus, an open and collectively-

oriented ecosystem including specific policies and standards is required to fully leverage the 

potential of transdisciplinary research (Ramjoué, 2015). On a project level, entire ethical and 

legal work packages are needed to comply with the comprehensive regulations and to manage 

the regulatory burden of such projects. 

In conclusion, this highlights that public research institutes and project participants can only 

enable transdisciplinary research to a limited extent due to the fact that some factors are out 

of their influential scope. 

The question arises to what extent public research institutes can actually facilitate 

transdisciplinary research to drive innovation and if academics appreciate the support. Here, 

one has to differentiate between collaborating within institutional boundaries and with 

external parties across organisations. Some of the organisational design factors for enabling 

transdisciplinary research on an institutional level are geared rather towards facilitating cross-

disciplinary collaboration within the institutes, such as the various knowledge sharing 

mechanisms and the creation of cross-functional interfaces. If, however, an increased level of 

internal collaboration leads to a higher degree of external engagement is questioned by 

multiple interviewees, which stands in contrast to literature highlighting its positive 

correlation (Lazzarotti et al., 2015; Sytch et al., 2018). 
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Regarding the academics’ appreciation of support, the conducted interviews reveal that 

academics often do not pay attention to the provided support, even though some public 

research institutes try to enable open and collaborative science. As a matter of fact, the 

empirical investigation indicates that the perceptions and embracement of provided support 

differ between researchers of the same research institute. This might be linked to the high 

level of autonomy of the individual researcher. Hence, not only the above-mentioned 

ecosystem influences the implementation of transdisciplinary research, but also the 

willingness and mindset of the individual academic. In line with Gomezel & Rangus (2019) 

and Lowik, Kraaijenbrink, & Groen (2017), the empirical results thus indicate that 

implementing openness and collaboration also depends on individuals, their motivations and 

their absorptive capacity. 

Overall, the general movement towards open and collaborative research should only be 

supported if it truly makes sense with regard to the specific research circumstances and 

objectives, as open initiatives are not a one-size-fits-all approach (Holzmeyer, 2019). For 

instance, healthcare research involves patient-sensitive data in its raw and unprocessed stage, 

which cannot be shared immediately in the analysed cases. This highlights the limits to open 

access in specific research areas and stages. 

5.4 Managerial Implications Derived from the Refined Framework 

In addition to the derived theoretical implications, this research study entails also managerial 

implications for the management of public research institutes and transdisciplinary projects 

as well as for policy makers. 

Managers of public research institutes that aim to increase the institutional innovative strength 

and project managers that try to enable more efficient transdisciplinary research can make use 

of the respective findings and follow the presented framework. More specifically, managers 

should promote the usage of IT-based knowledge management systems and create 

standardised templates to facilitate knowledge sharing and exchange between different 

partners. Moreover, a high degree of face-to-face communication needs to be implemented in 

order to coordinate the different stakeholder groups and disciplines. Further, managers of 
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public research institutes can use internal communication tools to promote cross-disciplinary 

exchange, open science and collaboration with external partners. Even though culture cannot 

be completely steered, managers should aim to build an environment coined by values, such 

as mutual learning, knowledge sharing and collaboration. Thereby, it can be beneficial to 

provide explicit guidelines and expectations for open and collaborative work. In addition, 

managers should develop incentives and rewards towards open and collectively-oriented 

efforts in order to stimulate participation in transdisciplinary research. Developing an overall 

dedicated training program for transdisciplinary work and implementing explicit team 

building activities should be initiated by managers. Further, managers need to incorporate the 

open innovation principle as an explicit part into the overarching IP strategy while providing 

space for flexible and case-specific adaptations. 

Further recommendations for actions are particularly highlighted based on the novel outcomes 

and contributions of the respective study. First, regarding team selection, managers need to 

limit the number of partners in transdisciplinary research due to the benefits of smaller 

research consortia. Thereby, the selection should not entirely be based on existing networks 

but rather link unconnected researchers, while ensuring a certain degree of familiarity. 

Second, the public research institutes should be geared towards third party funding in order 

to increase their openness and enable engagement with the external environment. Third, the 

management of public research institutes and transdisciplinary projects need to incorporate 

reflection and learning as an integral part when engaging in such research. Thereby, the 

efficiency of transdisciplinary research can be increased. Fourth, it is of vital importance that 

managers leverage the strength of the impact factor by clearly communicating the power of 

transdisciplinary research and incorporating a specific metric to assess its evidence. Fifth, 

project managers need to ensure the sustainability of research results by implementing 

dedicated work packages and collaborating with third-party data warehouses, focussing on its 

long-term preservation. Lastly, in order to fully benefit from transdisciplinary research, 

project managers need to involve patient organisations from the project start and equip them 

with target-oriented but limited decision rights. 
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When examining the managerial implications, managers need to acknowledge the academic 

freedom and the omnipresence of highly autonomous researchers. Hence, managers should 

rather provide an optimal setting and environment for openness and collaboration while 

giving researchers the responsibility and flexibility to ultimately conduct the research. 

Besides providing implications for managers of public research institutes and 

transdisciplinary projects, the research results further suggest recommendations for actions 

for policy makers. In order to establish an environment, where openness and collaboration 

can flourish, policy makers should develop appropriate regulations and policies, facilitating 

data and knowledge exchange across various parties. 

6. Limitations of the Study and Further Research 

Despite the importance of the research results, the authors acknowledge several limitations of 

the respective research study. In terms of case selection, the theoretical sampling strategy 

strongly influences the research findings. For the purpose of the respective paper, the 

sampling is narrowed down to IMI cases in order to ensure transdisciplinarity through the 

involvement of patient organisations. By selecting only IMI cases and their unique setting in 

the healthcare sector, the generalisability of the presented framework to other areas of applied 

science is limited. Further, the cases are surrounded by particular circumstances and 

conditions accompanying IMI projects, such as the prerequisite to publish papers in open 

access and the exclusive focus on European-based projects. Due to this specific architecture, 

the findings can only partly be applied to other transdisciplinary research settings and 

geographical locations. 

Besides focussing on IMI projects, the sampling strategy excludes cases that are not 

completed. One limitation resulting from focussing solely on completed projects is that the 

project starts date back to up to eight years ago. Thus, interviewees mention difficulties in 

recalling the experience and facts due to faded memory. A longitudinal analysis of an ongoing 

project would allow for more timely and precise qualitative data. 
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Due to the fact that the authors conducted 17 interviews with various stakeholders, covering 

at least three interviews per case, the reliability of the findings to reach saturation for 

answering the second sub-research question is relatively high. However, nine interviews are 

conducted with academic researchers from eight different public research institutes and 

departments. Hence, the reliability to answer the first sub-research question is rather limited. 

Even though the research design of the respective study is a multiple case study, the internal 

validity within the different cases is relatively high as at least three interviews are conducted 

per case. Yet, a single case study might reveal more in-depth insights and allow for a deeper 

understanding of the complexity and dynamics of the research topic. In fact, the number of 

interviews differs from case to case and only two cases cover interviews with patient 

organisation representatives, making a 360-degree analysis only partially feasible. 

Since the collection of primary data is based on semi-structured interviews characterised by 

a dynamic and complex nature, the degree of replication and the comparability of answers is 

limited. Further, such interview structure increases the possibility of interviewee bias. Even 

though the authors are aware of these restraints, they deliberately choose to conduct semi-

structured interviews in order to create a richness of data and to tailor the questions 

specifically to the stakeholder role of each interviewee. Prior to the interviews, the interview 

guide is sent to the interviewees, which might result in scripted answers influencing the 

findings’ reliability. As the interviews are conducted via virtual video-communication 

applications, the quality and observational richness of data is restricted due to few technical 

difficulties in the recording process and the lack of face-to-face communication. Moreover, a 

bias of interviewees, sharing their experiences in their own words and proactively excluding 

certain information, cannot be ruled out. In that regard, certain answers cannot be validated 

and cross-checked through secondary data as for instance, access to the project proposals is 

not given. In addition, since the definition of open science is multifold, the interpretation of 

interview questions might vary between respondents and make several queries necessary. 

Even though the authors ensure anonymity and confidentiality of the received information, 

one patient organisation representative denied to answer certain questions, which limits the 

gathered insights from that specific stakeholder group. Furthermore, the interviewees are 
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mainly male representatives as only two respondents are female. This might influence the 

results due to different perceptions and interpretations based on diverging genders. 

In conclusion, the research study is characterised by several limitations, undermining the 

results’ generalisability, reliability and validity. However, the relevance of the findings is still 

deemed as given and the framework provides a fruitful baseline for further research on the 

topic of organisational design factors enabling open and collaborative research. Thereby, the 

authors aim to inspire further researchers, using the paper’s derived framework as a 

foundation for gathering novel insights on the research topic. 

First, in order to achieve a higher reliability in answering the first sub-research question, 

future researchers could conduct a closer and more in-depth analysis of a specific public 

research institute, which engages in transdisciplinary research. Thereby, one should analyse 

different departments in order to generate a comprehensive picture as organisational design 

factors might differ from department to department. Moreover, the synergies between 

enabling transdisciplinary research on an institutional level and project level need to be further 

analysed. For instance, it could be analysed if a knowledge-sharing culture or a protectionist 

culture leads to participation in transdisciplinary projects since the research study shows 

ambiguous results in that regard. 

Second, further researchers could analyse other transdisciplinary project opportunities than 

IMI and health science in order to enhance the generalisability of the derived framework. 

Especially, analysing the involvement of other non-scientific parties besides patient 

organisations, such as users or public bodies, could be of vital interest in further research. On 

a project level, one could also conduct a longitudinal analysis by accompanying a project for 

its entire duration to gain a more in-depth understanding of the facilitating factors of 

transdisciplinary research. Moreover, further scholars could focus on the timely importance 

of organisational design factors as certain enablers might be important only in a specific 

project phase. For instance, the results indicate that the importance of team building activities 

and certain coordination mechanism differ between project start, execution and completion. 
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Third, each factor of the finalised framework, such as culture or incentive and reward systems, 

can independently serve as a basis for further research in order to explore them more in-depth 

as well as their reciprocal effects. The further development of the results can extend the 

application of transdisciplinary research and hence, the value created from open and 

collaborative science. 

Fourth, the authors detect the influential effect of the ecosystem on transdisciplinary research. 

Thus, the conceptual framework might need to be extended by important enablers from the 

ecosystem level. Further research should therefore analyse the interplay between institutional, 

project and ecosystem level in the specific research context.  

Fifth, the research results reveal that enabling transdisciplinary research is often dependent 

on the individual’s willingness and mindset. Hence, future researchers should analyse the 

driving individual characteristics and forces to engage in transdisciplinary research. 

Lastly, the authors follow an interpretive research philosophy and thus, delimitate the scope 

of the research study by focussing solely on transdisciplinary research. Hence, testing the 

generalisability and applicability of the derived framework on alternative concepts of open 

and collaborative research still needs to be conducted by further scholars. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Literature Streams from the Corporate and Scientific Context 

Design 
factor 

Corporate context Scientific context 

Structure & 
Processes 

Petroni et al., 2012; Duchek, 2015; Sytch 
et al., 2018; Lazzarotti et al., 2015; Jansen 
et al., 2005; Foss et al., 2010; Chiaroni et 
al., 2010, 2011; Zynga et al., 2018; 
Tushman & Katz, 1980; Chesbrough, 
2006; Chesbrough et al., 2006; Tushman, 
1997; Terhorst et al., 2018; Volberda et al., 
2010; Van Lancker et al., 2016; Salter et 
al., 2014; Hansen, 2001; Kirschbaum, 
2005; Jones, 2006; Harrington & 
Guimaraes, 2005; Lauto et al., 2013; 
Rodríguez & Lorenzo, 2011; Sivam et al.; 
2019; Gassmann, 2006; Gassmann et al., 
2006; Slowinski & Sagal, 2003; Preez, 
2008; Grönlund, 2010; Zahra & George, 
2002; Easterby-Smith et al., 2008; Plewa et 
al., 2013; Frølund et al., 2018; Petkovic et 
al., 2015; Jarvenpaa & Wernick, 2011; 
Bogers, 2011; Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; 
Harris & Lyon, 2013; Bican et al., 2017; 
Longo & Giaccone, 2017; 
Breuning et al., 2014; Wallin & Von 
Krogh, 2010; Lazzarotti & Manzini 2009 

Clark, 1998; Ghobril et al., 2016; Shore & 
McLauchlan, 2012; Pinheiro & Stensaker, 
2013; Hollaender et al., 2008; Patel et al., 
2012; Mosconi et al., 2019; König et al., 
2013; Treise et al., 2016; Stevens et al., 
2015; Goldman, 2011; Teare et al., 2018; 
Van Lancker et al., 2019; Beck et al., 
2018; Plewa et al., 2013; Frølund et al., 
2018; Petkovic et al., 2015; Jarvenpaa & 
Wernick, 2011; Balven et al., 2018; Uslu 
et al., 2018; Alavi & Leidner, 2001; 
Spooner et al., 2016 

Incentive & 
Reward 
System 

Chesbrough, 2003; Foss et al., 2010; 
Longo & Giaccone, 2017; Zynga et al., 
2018; Harris & Lyon, 2013; Wallin & Van 
Krogh, 2010; Breunig et al., 2014; Hong et 
al., 2019; Perkmann & Walsh, 2007; Van 
Lancker et al., 2016; Salter et al., 2014; 
Rodriguez & Lorenzo, 2011; Petroni et al., 
2012; Lazzarotti et al., 2015; Tushman & 
Katz, 1980; Cohen & Levinthal, 1990 

Lauto et al., 2013; Patel et al., 2012; 
Lundwall, 2019; Perkmann & Walsh, 
2007; Van Lancker et al., 2019;  D’Este et 
al., 2010; Franco & Haase, 2015; 
Goldman, 2011; Ali-Khan et al., 2017; 
Nosek et al., 2015; Hollaender et al., 2008; 
Lauto et al., 2013; Bruhn, 1995; König et 
al., 2013; Uslu et al., 2018; Gjerding et al., 
2006 
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Culture Sivam et al., 2019; Kratzer et al., 2017; 
Mortara et al., 2010; Van der Meer, 2007; 
Ali & Park, 2016; Strese et al., 2016; 
Harrington & Guimaraes, 2005; Van 
Lancker et al., 2016; Giannopoulou et al., 
2011; Zynga et al., 2018; Bican et al., 
2017; Lazzarotti et al., 2015; Harris & 
Lyon, 2013; Slowinski & Sagal, 2010 

Clark, 1998; Lauto et al., 2013; Uslu et al, 
2018; Balven et al., 2018; Gjerding et al., 
2006; Patel et al., 2012; Vick et al., 2015; 
Bruhn, 1995; Van Lancker et al., 2019; 
Van Lancker et al., 2016; Jarvenpaa & 
Wernick, 2011; Hollaender et al., 2008 

Human 
Resources & 
Leadership 

Chiaroni et al., 2010; 2011; Lazzarotti et 
al., 2015; Zynga et al., 2018; Li et al.; 
2018; Van Lancker et al., 2016; Salter et 
al., 2014; Plewa et al., 2013; Naqshbandi 
& Tabche, 2018; Burcharth et al., 2014; 
Frølund et al., 2018; Sivam et al., 2019; 
Hong et al., 2019; Petkovic et al., 2015; 
Slowinski & Sagal, 2010 

Sidrat & Frikha, 2018; Pinheiro & 
Stensaker, 2013; Balven et al., 2018; Patel 
et al., 2012; Spooner et al., 2016; Van 
Lancker et al., 2019; Plewa et al., 2013; 
Haeflinger & Poetz, 2016; Ali-Khan et al., 
2017; Hollaender et al., 2008 

Intellectual 
Property 

Salter et al., 2014; Alexy et al., 2009; 
Bican et al., 2017; Van Lancker et al., 
2016; Giannopoulou et al., 2011; Frølund 
et al., 2018; 

Stevens et al., 2015; Goldman, 2011; Ali-
Khan et al., 2017; Frølund et al., 2018; 
Stevens et al., 2013; Uhlir 2003; 

Source: Authors’ own representation (2020) 
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Appendix B: Interview Guides 

Project Coordinator from Public Research Institute 

1. General short introduction 
 
2. General questions 

a. We already found out that (participating non-scientific organization) was part of the project. 
i. At what point in time of the project were they involved? 

ii. When and in which decisions were the non-scientific parties involved? How did the 
participation look like? 

b. How did the organisational setup of your research institute support the project? 
c. How did the organisational setup of your research institute hamper the project? 
d. How did the scientific ecosystem (e.g. scientific communities, health care systems) support 

or hamper the project? 
e. Which organisational factors of the project supported or hampered the collaborative work? 

 
3. Organisational design factors - Institute Level 

a. Structure & Processes:  
i. How is your research institute organised/ structured? 
ii. Does your research institute allow for cross-disciplinary teams? 

iii. Do you have any specific persons/ offices facilitating open and collaborative 
research projects? 

iv. How does your research institute initiate projects like this one? Do you have a 
specific process for open transdisciplinary projects? 

v. How does the internal communication at your research institute look like? 
b. Culture 

i. How would you describe the organisational culture at your research institute? 
ii. Would you say your research institute fosters openness and collaborative working? 

iii. Would you say your research institute fosters trust towards external parties and 
promotes the logic of open innovation? 

iv. How and by whom are institutional targets set and goals defined? 
c. Incentives and reward system 

i. How does your research institute incentivise and/or reward the participation in open 
research projects? 

ii. If not, why did you participate in the project? 
d. HR & Leadership 

i. How does the dean and the HR department support open and collaborative science? 
ii. How does the dean/ head of the institute support open and collaborative science? 

iii. Does your research institute offer any team building / teamwork workshops or other 
trainings promoting open and collaborative work? 

iv. To what extent are researchers allowed to take part at their preferred projects? Are 
researchers autonomous in finding new research projects? 

e. Intellectual Property 
i. Does your research institute have an overarching IP strategy towards open and 

collaborative research? 
 

4. Organisational design factors - Project Level 
a. Structure & Processes 

i. How was the project organised/ structured? 
ii. Did you have specific roles in the project team?  
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iii. Did you have a kick-off session to align expectations and build relationships 
between the different parties? 

iv. How did you communicate and share information? Which channels did you use? 
v. How did you coordinate the different stakeholder groups during the project (e.g. 

regular meetings, project agreement, project office)? 
vi. How did you handle the data gathered during the project? Did you ensure long-term 

preservation and data reuse? 
vii. How did the decision-making process look like? 

b. Culture 
i. How would you describe the culture in the project? 
ii. Would you say the project fosters openness and collaborative working? 

iii. Would you say the project fosters trust towards external parties and promotes the 
logic of open innovation? 

iv. Has the project team installed any formal rules/principles guiding team work? 
v. Did you have any team-building activities to enhance collaboration? 

vi. How and by whom were project targets set and goals defined? 
vii. Does the culture/working style within the project team differ from the one you 

experienced within your research institute or other projects? 
c. Intellectual Property Strategy & Management 

i. How was IP handled? 
ii. How were IP rights organised during and at the end of the project? 

 
5. Validation and exploration of factors 

a. Please have a look at the following factors. You see five different categories of factors stated 
to enable open and collaborative science. Would you so any factors are not so important to 
enable open and collaborative science? Are there differences on the institutional and project 
level? 

b. Are there factors or categories missing that are important to enable open and collaborative 
science? 

 
   

Importance 

Structure & Processes   

 
Matrix structure & cross-functional interfaces  

 
Specific organisational roles & units  

 
Knowledge management systems & data handling  

 
Coordination  

 
Communication  

 
Delegation of decision rights & autonomy  

 
Project management & team  

Culture   

 
Cultural orientation & attributes  

 
Values, norms & beliefs  

 
Target & goal setting  
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Incentives & Reward System   

 
Incentives  

 
Rewards  

HR & Leadership   

 
Top management support & leadership  

 
Trainings for team building & collaborative tasks  

IP   

 
IP Strategy  

 
IP Management  

Other important factors   

 
6. Do you have any further comments regarding this topic that you could not share until now? Were 

you missing any question? 
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Public Research Representative 

1. General short introduction 
 

2. General questions 
a. How did the organisational setup of your research institute support the project? 
b. How did the organisational setup of your research institute hamper the project? 
c. How did the scientific ecosystem (e.g. scientific communities, health care systems) support 

or hamper the project? 
d. Which organisational factors of the project supported or hampered the collaborative work? 

 
3. Organisational design factors - Institute Level 

a. Structure & Processes:  
i. How is your research institute organised/ structured? 
ii. Does your research institute allow for cross-disciplinary teams? 

iii. Do you have any specific persons/ offices facilitating open and collaborative 
research projects? 

iv. How does your research institute initiate projects like this one? Do you have a 
specific process for open transdisciplinary projects? 

v. How does the internal communication at your research institute look like? 
b. Culture 

i. How would you describe the organisational culture at your research institute? 
ii. Would you say your research institute fosters openness and collaborative working? 

iii. Would you say your research institute fosters trust towards external parties and 
promotes the logic of open innovation? 

iv. How and by whom are institutional targets set and goals defined? 
c. Incentives and reward system 

i. How does your research institute incentivise and/or reward the participation in open 
research projects? 

ii. If not, why did you participate in the project? 
d. HR & Leadership 

i. How does the dean and the HR department support open and collaborative science? 
ii. How does the dean/ head of the institute support open and collaborative science? 

iii. Does your research institute offer any team building / teamwork workshops or other 
trainings promoting open and collaborative work? 

iv. To what extent are researchers allowed to take part at their preferred projects? Are 
researchers autonomous in finding new research projects? 

e. Intellectual Property 
i. Does your research institute have an overarching IP strategy towards open and 

collaborative research? 
 

4. Organisational design factors - Project Level 
a. Structure & Processes 

i. How was the project organised/ structured? 
ii. Did you have specific roles in the project team?  

iii. Did you have a kick-off session to align expectations and build relationships 
between the different parties? 

iv. How did you communicate and share information? Which channels did you use? 
v. How did you coordinate the different stakeholder groups during the project (e.g. 

regular meetings, project agreement, project office)? 
vi. How did you handle the data gathered during the project? Did you ensure long-term 

preservation and data reuse? 
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vii. How did the decision-making process look like? 
b. Culture 

i. How would you describe the culture in the project? 
ii. Would you say the project fosters openness and collaborative working? 

iii. Would you say the project fosters trust towards external parties and promotes the 
logic of open innovation? 

iv. Has the project team installed any formal rules/principles guiding team work? 
v. Did you have any team building activities to enhance the collaboration? 

vi. How and by whom were project targets set and goals defined? 
vii. Does the culture/working style within the project team differ from the one you 

experienced within your research institute or other projects? 
c. Intellectual Property Strategy & Management 

i. How was IP handled? 
ii. How were IP rights organised during and at the end of the project? 

 
5. Validation and exploration of factors 

a. Please have a look at the following factors. You see five different categories of factors stated 
to enable open and collaborative science. Would you say any factors are not so important to 
enable open and collaborative science? Are there differences on the institutional and project 
level? 

b. Are there factors or categorisations missing that are important to enable open and 
collaborative science? 

 
   

Importance 

Structure & Processes   

 
Matrix structure & cross-functional interfaces  

 
Specific organisational roles & units  

 
Knowledge management systems & data handling  

 
Coordination  

 
Communication  

 
Delegation of decision rights & autonomy  

 
Project management & team  

Culture   

 
Cultural orientation & attributes  

 
Values, norms & beliefs  

 
Target & goal setting  

Incentives & Reward System   

 
Incentives  

 
Rewards  

HR & Leadership   

 
Top management support & leadership  
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Trainings for team building & collaborative tasks  

IP   

 
IP Strategy  

 
IP Management  

Other important factors   

   
 

6. Do you have any further comments regarding this topic that you could not share until now? Were 
you missing any question? 
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Project Coordinator from Corporates or with a Non-scientific Background 

1. General short introduction 
 

2. General questions 
a. We already found out that (participating non-scientific organisation) was part of the project. 

i. At what point in time of the project were they involved? 
ii. When and in which decisions were the non-scientific parties involved? How did the 

participation look like? 
b. How did the organisational setup of participating research institutes (universities and 

research organisations) support the project? 
c. How did the organisational setup of the participating research institutes the project? 
d. How did the scientific ecosystem (e.g. scientific communities, health care systems) support 

or hamper the project? 
e. Which organisational factors of the project supported or hampered the collaborative work? 

 
3. Organisational design factors - Institute Level 

a. Structure & Processes 
i. Did you have any specific contact person/ office at research institutes facilitating 

open and collaborative research projects like this one? 
 

4. Organisational design factors - Project Level 
a. Structure & Processes 

i. How was the project organised/ structured? 
ii. Did you have specific roles in the project team?  

iii. Did you have a kick-off session to align expectations and build relationships 
between the different parties? 

iv. How did you communicate and share information? Which channels did you use? 
v. How did you coordinate the different stakeholder groups during the project (e.g. 

regular meetings, project agreement, project office)? 
vi. How did you handle the data gathered during the project? Did you ensure long-term 

preservation and data reuse? 
vii. How did the decision-making process look like? 

b. Culture 
i. How would you describe the culture in the project? 
ii. Would you say the project fosters openness and collaborative working? 

iii. Would you say the project fosters trust towards external parties and promotes the 
logic of open innovation? 

iv. Has the project team installed any formal rules/principles guiding team work? 
v. Did you have any team building activities to enhance the collaboration? 

vi. How and by whom were project targets set and goals defined? 
vii. Does the culture/working style within the project team differ from the one you 

experienced within other projects? 
c. Intellectual Property Management 

i. How was IP handled? 
ii. How were IP rights organised during and at the end of the project? 

 
5. Validation and exploration of factors 

a. Please have a look at the following factors. You see five different categories of factors stated 
to enable open and collaborative science. Would you say any factor is not so important to 
enable open and collaborative science? 
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b. Are there factors or categories missing that are important to enable open and collaborative 
science? 

 
   

Importance 

Structure & Processes   

 
Matrix structure & cross-functional interfaces  

 
Specific organisational roles & units  

 
Knowledge management systems & data handling  

 
Coordination  

 
Communication  

 
Delegation of decision rights & autonomy  

 
Project management & team  

Culture   

 
Cultural orientation & attributes  

 
Values, norms & beliefs  

 
Target & goal setting  

Incentives & Reward System   

 
Incentives  

 
Rewards  

HR & Leadership   

 
Top management support & leadership  

 
Trainings for team building & collaborative tasks  

IP   

 
IP Strategy  

 
IP Management  

Other important factors   

 
6. Do you have any further comments regarding this topic that you could not share until now? Were 

you missing any question? 
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Non-scientific Representative 

 
1. General short introduction 

 
2. General questions 

a. We already found out that (participating non-scientific organisation) was part of the project. 
i. At what point in time of the project were they involved? 

ii. When and in which decisions were the non-scientific parties involved? How did the 
participation look like? 

b. How did the organisational setup of participating research institutes (universities and 
research organisations) support the project? 

c. How did the organisational setup of the participating research institutes (universities and 
research organisations) hamper the project? 

d. How did the scientific ecosystem (e.g. scientific communities, health care systems) support 
or hamper the project? 

e. Which organisational factors of the project supported or hampered the collaborative work? 
 

3. Organisational design factors - Project Level 
a. Structure & Processes 

i. How was the project organised/ structured? 
ii. Did you have specific roles in the project team?  

iii. Did you have a kick-off session to align expectations and build relationships 
between the different parties? 

iv. How did you communicate and share information? Which channels did you use? 
v. How did you coordinate the different stakeholder groups during the project (e.g. 

regular meetings, project agreement, project office)? 
vi. How did you handle the data gathered during the project? Did you ensure long-term 

preservation and data reuse? 
vii. How did the decision-making process look like? 

b. Culture 
i. How would you describe the culture in the project? 
ii. Would you say the project fosters openness and collaborative working? 

iii. Would you say the project fosters trust towards external parties and promotes the 
logic of open innovation? 

iv. Has the project team installed any formal rules/principles guiding team work? 
v. Did you have any team-building activities to enhance the collaboration? 

vi. How and by whom were project targets set and goals defined? 
vii. Does the culture/working style within the project team differ from the one you 

experienced within other projects? 
c. Intellectual Property Strategy & Management 

i. How was IP handled? 
ii. How were IP rights organised during and at the end of the project? 

 
4. Validation and exploration of factors 

a. Please have a look at the following factors. You see five different categories of factors stated 
to enable open and collaborative science. Would you say any factors are not so important to 
enable open and collaborative science? 

b. Are there factors or categorisations missing that are important to enable open and 
collaborative science? 
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Importance 

Structure & Processes   

 
Matrix structure & cross-functional interfaces  

 
Specific organisational roles & units  

 
Knowledge management systems & data handling  

 
Coordination  

 
Communication  

 
Delegation of decision rights & autonomy  

 
Project management & team  

Culture   

 
Cultural orientation & attributes  

 
Values, norms & beliefs  

 
Target & goal setting  

Incentives & Reward System   

 
Incentives  

 
Rewards  

HR & Leadership   

 
Top management support & leadership  

 
Trainings for team building & collaborative tasks  

IP   

 
IP Strategy  

 
IP Management  

Other important factors   

 

5. Do you have any further comments regarding this topic that you could not share until now? Were 
you missing any question? 
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Appendix C: Coding System 

       Ecosystem 

       Other (PROJE) 

                 Sustainability (PROJE) 

                 Team selection (PROJE) 

                 Patient organisation involvement (PROJE) 

       Other (INST) 

                 Funding sources (INST) 

       IP (PROJE) 

                 IP Management (PROJE) 

       IP (INST) 

                 IP Strategy (INST) 

       HR & Leadership (PROJE) 

                 Trainings for team building & collaborative tasks (PROJE) 

                 Top management support & leadership (PROJE) 

       HR & Leadership (INST) 

                 Trainings for team building & collaborative tasks 

                 Top management support & leadership (INST) 

       Incentive & reward system (INST) 

                 Rewards (INST) 

                 Incentives (INST) 

       Culture (PROJE) 

                 Target & goal setting (PROJE) 

                 Values, norms & beliefs (PROJE) 

                 Cultural orientation & attributes (PROJE) 

       Culture (INST) 

                 Target & goal setting (INST) 
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                 Values, norms & beliefs (INST) 

                 Cultural orientation & attributes (INST) 

       Structure (PROJE) 

                 Project management & team (PROJE) 

                 Delegation of decision rights & autonomy (PROJE) 

                 Communication (PROJE) 

Coordination (PROJE) 

                 Knowledge management systems & data handling (PROJE) 

                 Specific organisational roles & units (PROJE) 

                 Cross-functional interfaces (PROJE) 

                 Matrix organisation (PROJE) 

       Structure (INST) 

                 Delegation of decision rights & autonomy (INST) 

                 Communication (INST) 

                 Coordination (INST) 

                 Knowledge management systems & data handling (INST) 

                 Specific organisational roles & units (INST) 

                 Cross-functional interfaces (INST) 

                 Matrix organisation (INST) 
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Appendix D: Code Distribution from f4analyse 

 

Source: Authors’ own representation (2020) 
 
 

 

 


